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1. Summary and the Most Important Results of the Analysis 

1. Fundamentals 

The objectIves of thIs study are twofo I d. The fIrst 

objective Is a methodological one, Identification of 

appropriate methods to evaluate programmes relating to 

Industrial R&D and testing the feas~bl I lty of one 

se I ected method. The second objectIve Is to draw some 

{pre I lm I nary) I essons on the ro 1 e of sma I I and medIum 

sized firms In EC-programmes, reasons for participation, 

expected effects, and the extent to whIch these fIrms 

take Into account the economic effect of R&D. 

The methods for the evaluation of promotion programmes 

are Intended to be tested as a matter or priority with 

thIs pI I ot study. Hence, It Is necessary on the outset 

to give an overview of current evaluation methods. The 

methods of analysis which are most suitable wl I I then be 

chosen and tested on a concrete examp I e In the second 

part of this study. 

In order to prec I ude mIsunderstandIngs, It shou I d be 

noted emphatlcal ly that though answers from the surveys 

are a I so to be commented on, nonethe I ess thIs served 

above all, the purpose of portrayal and examination of 

which prerequisites are needed so that concrete results 

can be achieved or not by the appl lcatlon of the 

selected methods. An evaluation of the BRITE/EURAM Sub

programme was neither planned nor Intended, because of 

the small sample of firms Investigated. Nevertheless, we 

want to under I lne, that a careful evaluation needs also 

a deep understanding of the structure and pecul larltles 

of the Industrial sector Involved. 



2. Concerning the Selection of the Aeronautic Industry 

To test the method, we have chosen the Aeronautic 

Industry. The rat i ona I e for thIs decIsion Is the fact 

that It concerns a sma I I and thus a reI at I ve I y easy, 

comprehensable branch. The hope we pinned on It Is that 

commendable results can be achieved despite the very low 

number of enterprises to be Interviewed. 

A further aspect was that the Aeronautic Industry looks 

very suitable for the treatment of the formulation of 

the relevant questlon of European promotion programmes 

on technology transfer that involve a stronger 

participation of smal I and medium-sized enterprises from 

the "Sma I I Member States". DIfferent techno I ogy areas 

are being pushed up In this High-Tech-Sector. Thus, this 

branch meets a prerequisite In this respect: technical 

know-how f I ows In other areas of the economy of the 

respective country through the participating 

enterprises. 

The genera I quest I on about the dIvIsIon of I abour In 

InnovatIon between bIgger and sma I I er enterprIses Is 

also relevant. Though In the analysed branch the bigger 

enterprises dominate, this does not mean that smal I and 

medium-sized enterprises were therefore meaningless. In 

contrast, It Is to be expected that the enterprises wl I I 

Increasingly make use of the division of labour for the 

I ntens If I cat I on of theIr compet it 1 veness. Th 1 s occurs 

through the expansion of their earnings on International 

markets and stronger usage of the services of smal 1 and 

medium-sized enterprises. 
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Objection to the choice of this branch could be that It 

portrays many pecul larl'tles and Is, to a certain degree, 

pol It leal ly Influenced. This Is obviously a significant 

~spect On the other hand, It w I I I be InterestIng to 

know, particularly in view of the further Integration of 

Europe and European economIc poI Icy and promotIon, how 

far nat 1 ona 1 1 nterests w I I I be reduced In favour of 

Europe~n Interest. 

3. Concerning the Methods 

It was the cent raJ duty of the study to test the most 

suitable methods for an evaluation of SME's promotion 

programmes. In Chapter I I I, the different methods In use 

wl I I be portrayed: 

Control group approach; 

Econometric approach; 

Case study approach; 

Science and technology Indicators approach; 

Before/After approach. 

The weighing of the methods led to the conclusion that a 

methods' mix consisting of the control group concept and 

the app I I cat I on of case studIes shou I d be thorough I y 

tested In this pilot phase. In the course of this, It 

appears Important to us to point out clearly that the 

so I e app I I cat I on of such a concept Is not enough, but 

valid results can only be achieved when a corresponding 

work has been done In advance. Most Important I y, an 

Investigation of the environment In which the evaluation 

takes place Is needed. 
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If It Is about a branch of Industry, Its characterizing 

feature Is, at first, to be worked out. The branch Is to 

be described In Its national, European or International 

context. If a techno I ogy stands In the forefront, the 

expectations on the technology In view of Its Impacts on 

competItIveness and structure of the economy or 

enterprises as wei I as the diffusion breadth and 

velocity are to be described. Beyond the above, national 

and European promotIon progra'mmes are to be portrayed 

and- If previous analyses are already aval lable- these 

are to be commented on. In genera I , the task 1 s to 

process the aval lable data (both qual ltatlve and 

quantitative) In such a way that only the conception of 

the survey which Is essential In determining the aspects 

of the subject of the analysis are known. 

Generally In trans-national analyses, there Is a problem 

of compatlbt llty of Information. Even more, the 

ava I I ab I e statIst I ca I InformatIon for Europe Is often 

not enough to produce detal led descriptions. This 

appl les also to the relatively smal I branch of the 

AeronautIc Industry. A I though bIg enterprIses and bIg 

projects are reI at I ve I y we I I known, never the I ess the 

total structure of the branch and the activities, most 

espec I a I I y of sma I I enterprIses can on I y be sketch I 1 y 

portrayed because of the missing Information. This means 

that It Is, as a rule, also necessary for evaluations of 

European promotion programmes to obtain original 

Information about the respective existing national areas 

and the pol lcles which are real I zed therein. 
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Despite such preparatory stages of the analysis, 

numerous and partly unremovable obstacles exist. In 

general, the results of surveys of enterprises are 

largely dependent on the Individuals Questioned In the 

enterprises themselves. This problem Is not very 

sIgnIfIcant In sma I I enterprIses, because there one Is 

able to speak to the management. The division of labour 

Increases with the size of the enterprise. 

Cor respondIng I y, It w I I I be more d Iff I cuI t to receIve 

val ld statements for the entire enterprise through 

surveys. ThIs Is I ess app I I cab I e for the Quant I tat I ve 

Questions than for Qual ltatlve ones. 

The appl lcatlon of the control group which Is so 

convincing as a theoretical concept Is, however, 

difficult to realize In practice. Basically, control 

group means that these enterprIses whIch are In the 

group have not taken advantage of the promotion 

programme but corresponds with the group of the promoted 

enterprises In other most Important variables which 

determIne the entrepreneur 1 a I behav 1 our. Just the very 

Question why an enterprise takes an advantage of 

promotIon and the other does not - shows the a I ready 

aforement loned problemat lc nature. In addItIon to the 

above is that, prior to the commencement of the 

analysis, the determining variables for the constitution 

of the groups are to be establ lshed without the 

existence of enough clarity about whether they are 

decisive for the action or not. Finally, of course, the 

success of the ana I ys Is depends on the w I 1 I 1 ngness of 

the enterprises to participate In the survey. 
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Despite these objections, the control groups• concept 

has proved 1 ts usefu 1 ness In the ana I yses whIch the 

InstItute for System Ana I ys Is and InnovatIon Research 

( IS I ) and the German InstItute for Econom l c Research 

(DIW) have executed using this method. Most especially 

In the eva I uat Ions of R&D-promotion programmes of the 

Feder a I Repub I i c of Germany, the centro I group showed 

other behavioural pattern and development courses which 

are statistically significant. Of course, these analyses 

were based on a very large number of Interviewed 

enterprIses. Approximate I y 1, 200 promoted and 800 non,~ 

promoted enterprises (In the control group) were 

questioned. 

In the scope of the pI lot study, 

would not be expected. Rather, 

such a c I ear resu I t 

the goal of the 

examination Is whether the control group concept Is an 

adequate method of analysis by a larger number of 

surveyed enterprises. For the choice of the control 

group, the following criteria were thus taken Into 

consideration: 

The size of the enterprises according to the number 

of the employees; 

"National lty" of the enterprise; 

Non-participation on the BRITE/EURAM-programme; 

Performance of R&D In the aeronautics area. 

The choIce of a def In I te method of ana I ys Is or of a 

methods· mix Is dependent on the formulation of the main 

underlying Questions, the subject of the analysis, and 

finally, the statistical basis of the data or of the 

possibility to receive correspondingly statistical 

Information. 
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The success to be achieved with a method of analysis Is, 

on the other hand, dependent on the nature of the 

execution. What matters very much Is that. most 

especially by the application of the preferred methods' 

mix In this context, the environment of the branch to be 

ana I yzed 1 s correspondIng I y prepared and there shou I d 

exist knowledge about the characteristics of the branch. 

Thus, the formu I at I on of the exact objectIves of the 

questions and the results of the survey can only then be 

Interpreted accurately on the basis of sound 

Information. 

4. Written and Oral Surveys 

The hypotheses are the first important stage towards the 

formulation of the questions to be asked In the written 

and oral Interviews. Pretests are Imperative before one 

Is to begin with an Intensive survey. This applies most 

especially to written surveys where a once wrongly 

placed question can no longer be corrected. The 

information lost can no longer be retrieved. The 

pretests served both the examination of the 

practlcabl I lty of the questions (are the questions going 

to be understandable ?) as wei I as also the examination 
·' of the contents of the questions. 

The advantage of written surveys Is the possibility to 

be ab I e to dIrect standard I zed · questIons to a I arge 

number of those to be questioned. Compared with 

Interviews, they are - measured on the number of those 

questioned -·clearly less personal and time Intensive. 
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They offer the posslbl I lty of examining In advance the 

working hypotheses to be defined on a relatively broader 

basis. Important prerequisites for results which can be 

used are quest I ens whIch are easy to answer and whIch 

must a I so convey an Impress I on of goa I or I en tat I on to 

the enterprises. The enterprises must be aware that 

problems which are relevant to them are being examined. 

The Multlple-Cholce~ethod where 

approprIate for wrItten surveys. 

appl lcable. Is most 

An at tempt shou I d be 

made for written surveys to be answered according to the 

Multlple-cholce~ethod. Whl le quantities are stl I I, as a 

ru 1 e, to be IndIcated, quest I ens whIch are open and 

provide qual ltatlve answers are rarely uti I lzed. In 

addition, they are very difficult to catalogue and 

correspondingly poor to Interpret because of their 

dlsslml larlty. The more varied the questioned 

enterprises are. the more difficult will. of course. be 

the standardization. This Is especially true In 

I nternat I ona I studIes where the preparedness to of fer 

Information and also the aval labl I lty of data Is often 

different from country to country. 

Compared to the wrItten survey. the case studIes have 

advantages with respect to complexity and 

comprehensiveness. The enterprises are recorded In their 

tot a I I ty and the reI evant prob I em areas can be worked 

out. In addition, mistakes In the concept of the survey 

can at least be corrected partially during the analysis. 

These type of analyses are of course. very time 

consuming. 
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This particularly applies when they take place In an 

International context. Difficulties In the coordination 

of appoIntment, I ong trave I I I ng routes and hIgh trave I 

expenses demand a very careful preparation. Where 

possible, Institutions close to the selected enterprises 

should be uti I I zed In undertaking the Interviews. 

Those that come Into question In this context are the 

European Community, Chambers of Commerce, National 

Economic Promotion Establ lshments and Associations. The 

analysis which Is presented here had In Itself the 

support of the European Community and the already 

existing contacts of the German Institute for Economic 

Research (DIW), which were very helpful. 

5. The Sub-Prograrnne AeronautIcs - Surnnar I zed Resu Its of 

the Analysis 

Basis of Information 

First of alI, available statistical Information and 

ana I yses for the characterIzatIon of the branch were 

evaluated. Together with the underlying assumptions of 

the promotion programme, they served the description and 

formulation of the working hypotheses. Original 

Information about the bahav I our a I patterns of 

enterprises and possible effects of the programme were 

the basis for written and oral surveys. 

In the scope of this pi lot study, enterprises In 

Ire I and, Denmark and the Feder a 1 Repub I I c of Germany 

were questioned In a written and oral manner. 
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Twelve enterprises 

te I ephone contacts. 

located In Ireland, 

were 

From 

two 

sent a Questionnaire after 

these enterprIses, fIve were 

In Denmark and five In the 

Federal Repubi lc of Germany. 

The choIce was, amongst others, I nf I uenced by the fact 

that, firstly, enterprises of a country that has Its own 

aeronautic system Industry at Its disposal (Federal 

Republ lc of Germany) were Questioned and secondly, 

enterprises of the Smal I Member States (Denmark, 

Ireland) were represented. 

Our first Idea by which only enterprises with less than 

500 employees were supposed to be included In the 

InQuiry was adapted to include some bigger enterprises 

of the eQuipment Industry. This was most especially 

necessary for two case studies In the eQuipment 

enterprises In the Federal Republ lc of Germany. Thus. It 

was a I so poss I b I e to receIve 1 nformat I on from b 1 gger 

eQuipment enterprises about: 

the dIvision of I abour between 

Industry and the system Industry; 

the eQuIpment 

the necessary scale of an enterprise In order to be 

competitive In the branch; 

the dependence of the eQuipment Industry on the 

nat i ona I avIatIon programmes and the poss I b I I It I es 

to gain a foothold on the International market; 
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the cooperation posslbl I ltles and forms between 

bigger and smaller enterprises of the eQuipment 

Industry- partly beyond the national boundaries; 

the Importance of the BRITE/EURAM Sub-programme 

Aeronautics for these enterprises In view of their 

International competitive position. 

The Aerospace Industry In Europe 

The Aerospace Is a small Industry, measured In terms of 

number of emp I oyees and the shares of theIr rea I net 

output. However, Importance Is genera I I y attached to 

this branch in the I ight of two significant functions It 

performs, namely: 

National autarchy: In the case of crises, the 

Aerospace industry Is supposed to he I p secure the 

particular defence capability of the country. The 

agr I cuI ture or the energy economy has a sImI I ar 

function which, In such a situatIon, Is supposed to 

sustain the Independent supply of the country. 

Industrial, pol itlcal and tech no I og I ca I : the 

Aerospace Industry Is regarded as a techno I og I ca I 

key area. This, in Itself, Is already portrayed on a 

c I ose exam I nat I on of the research and deve I opment 

expenditures (R&D Expenditures): 15% of the total 

turnover Is a I 1 otted to R&D. No other IndustrIa I 

sector has a similar high relation. 
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The Aerospace production takes place prlmarl ly In four 

countries within the European Community: Great Britain, 

France, Germany and Italy. Other countries Involved are 

the Netherlands, Belgium and Spain. Measured on the 

total production, activity In the remaining countries of 

the European Community Is not significant. 

The European Aerospace Industry Is considerably 

determined by sixteen big system enterprises (prime 

contractors). The system enterpr 1 ses d I st I ngu I shed 

themselves through the fact that they developed and 

produced In theIr respectIve competencIes a I rcrafts or 

the so~cal led sybsystems. Because the award of contracts 

wIthIn the Aerospace Industry Is often traded on the 

principle of •buy national•, a very central role for the 

entIre European Aerospace Industry w I I I fa I I towards 

these enterprises. 

Two exceptional features of the branch, amongst others, 

must, of course, be considered by an evaluation of the 

BRITE/EURAM Sub-programme Aeronautics: 

EnterprIses be I ow the system I eve I have, In a very 

limited form, only the possibility to find markets 

wIth theIr respectIve product Ideas. Instead, they 

are dependent on the system enterprIses. ThIs, of 

course, also opens production posslbl I I ties for the 

supp I I ers through the a I rcrafts and power pI ants 

produced by them, whereby the product to be 

deve I oped or supp I I ed must conform wIth the gIven 

technical reQuirements of the system manufacturer. 
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The dependence of the eQuIpment Industry Is st I I I 

Increased by the relatively respective low multiple 

variants of the produced alrcrafts or power plants, 

the I lmlted number of the system enterprises as wei I 

as the difficulty of the market entry. To be able to 

be active as a producer In the area of aerospace, an 

enterprise must not only acQuire the confidence of 

the customer, but must also be I lcenced as a 

producer. 

Working Hypothesis 

A set of hypotheses about possible effects of promotion 

and suspected weak poInts by the enterpr I ses must be 

placed In front of every evaluation of promotion 

programmes. The hypotheses arise from the goals of the 

programme 

analyses 

branch. 

Itself, 

as well 

experiences 

as from the 

from other 

pecu 1 I ar It I es 

parallel 

of the 

First of alI, a comprehensive description of the 

programme Itself Including the promotion conditions and 

Its utI I I zat I on were therefore gIven In the scope of 

this study. Secondly, a portrayal of the division of 

I abour In InnovatIon between bIg and sma I I enterprIses 

or the Innovation behaviour of SMEs took place through 

evaluation of available literature. Finally, the 

description of the branch Itself served this goal. 
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Before one Is to begin with an evaluation of an SME·s 

re 1 evant promotIon progranme. there must exIst Ideas 

about the division of roles between bigger and smaller 

enterprises .. Results from analyses on Innovation 

behaviour of SMEs show that they are, on the one hand, 

suppl ler of Ideas and they play, on the other hand, an 

Important role In the diffusion of technologies. Due to 

the I onger per I od of the • return on Investments • and 

because of the generally few possibilities to take great 
risks, small and medium-sized enterprises, In contrast. 
cannot perform extensive basic developments due to 

financial reasons .. 

In this connection, the (Neo-Schumpeterlan) Question Is 

often being asked, who Is more Innovative - bigger or 

smaller enterprises ? If one considers that smal I 

enterprises uti I lze market niches and perform often more 

Important functions as suppl lers to big enterprises, 

then the conclusion suggests that the Question of who Is 

more Innovative should be replaced by the thesis of a 

size-specific division of labour In Innovation. 

WIthIn. an economy, sma 1 I and medIum-s I zed enterprIses 

have Important functions. Usually, they are more 

flexible than bigger enterprises and serve smal fer 

segments of the market. Because they appear as 

competitors to big enterprises, they Increase the 

competitive Intensity of the market. They mostly 

undertake Important suppl ler functions for products 

which cannot be produced with the same profltabl I lty and 

flexlbl I lty for the customers. Due to their 

spec I I I zat I on In the d I vI son of I abour, they I ncr ease 

the flexlbl I lty and the efficiency of the total economic 

system. 
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Hence, an eff 1 c I ent m 1 xture of sIzes 1 s an Important 

prerequisite for the Improvement of the competitiveness 

of the branch or the economy. Also, the Aeronautic 

Industry appears to us to be a suitable branch for the 

exam I nat I on of thIs hypothesIs because there an 

Increasing division of labour between the·enterprlses Is 

to be expected. 

Thus, the 

developed: 

followIng hypotheses are, In genera I , 

Funding of R&D Is a central bottleneck area In the 

concerned enterprises. 

The enterprIses are dependent on cooperatIons wIth 

enterprises and Institutions which have their seats 

In other European countries. 

The financial support In the R&D area helps 

enterprIses In the executIon of the expensIve R&D 

plans and creates therewith Important prereQuisites 

In order to be entrusted, as cooper at 1 on partner, 

with the solving of specific formulated Questions In 

the scopes of bigger projects. 

The entry 

prereQuisites 

aviation area. 

Into 

for 

a 

the 

15 

cooperation creates good 

further engagement In the 



Through the promotion programmes (subJect to 

stronger engagement In technological superior areas 

of the aviation), the enterprises receive a supply 

of knowledge which wl I I generally contribute to the 

Improvement of the technological competitiveness of 

the enterprises. 

Through the promotion programme, the cooperation 

within Europe wl I I be promoted beyond the boundaries 

and wl 11 enhance the fusing together of the national 

markets Into a European domestic market. 

The market entry barrIers are very hIgh for sma I I 

enterprises In the aviation Industry. This Is 

especially val ld for enterprises of the "Smal I 

Member States". 

Construction of the Questionnaire 

The working hypotheses must be able to be converted Into 

the conception of the survey. The Questionnaire Is sub

divided Into the following topics: 

General situation of the fIrm wl th Quest Ions 

relating to turnover, employment, the most Important 

customers, the Importance of R&D, the expectation of 

the market according to production and market 

segments. 
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A set of Questions which are only directed to 

partIcIpants of the BR I TE/EURAM-Programme wIth 

Questions relating to the Importance of the 

programme, know I edge of the programme, effects on 

the strategy of the enterprIses, wIshes regardIng 

the administration and Improvements of the 

programme. 

Main problems and proposals for Improvement. 

In this part of the Questionnaire, alI enterprises 

were again Questioned about their cooperation 

behaviours, the difficulties to cooperate 

Internationally, the central R&D Impediments and the 

necessary Improvements In this connection. 

European Community tasks. 

In thIs Quest I on set, both surveyed groups, I . e. , 

promoted and non-promoted enterprIses were 

IntervIewed about theIr vIewpoInts concernIng the 

most Important duties of the European Community. 

6. Summary of the Main Results of the Written Survey 

In genera I , the questIonnaIre and the survey concept 

which was developed here appeared to be suitable. On the 

one hand, this was obviously due to ~peclal knowledge of 

the branches whJch stood at the disposal of the DIW In 

the area of AeronautIcs. Wh I I e on the other hand, the 

support through the European CommunIty has a I so 

contributed significantly. Thus, It was possible to be 

ab I e to achIeve reI at I ve I y good I nterpretab I e resu Its 

despite the very small sample of the survey. 
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Compared to the Control group, the results were, 

however, amb 1 guous. UnambIguous structura I dIfferences 

could not be establ lshed by the findings of the survey. 

1 f thIs Is due to the sma I I number of the surveyed 

enterprises or If actually there Is no difference, this 

can only then be answered by a broadening of the survey 

on a larger number of enterprises. 

On the whole, the results of the written survey could be 

sunmar I zed as fo I I ows: The surveyed German enterprIses 

were on average more technology-Intensive than the 

enterprises of the Smal I Member States. They had 

obviously more leeway for Individual developments In the 

cooperatIons and had a I so, In hIgher proportIon, 

Individual patents at their disposal. 

The market entry was a great prob I em for a I I 

enterprises. Because the enterprises were more engaged 

In the ml I ltary area, where, of course, they anticipate 

decl lnlng demand, they had to deviate forcefully to 

other fIe Ids. The prob I em of armament conversIon Is a 

topIc whIch concerns many of the European AeronautIc 

enterprIses. In vIew of the genera I hIgher market entry 

barriers, It Is going to be difficult to deviate to the 

clvl I market. Obviously, the enterprises from countries 

wIthout I nd I vI dua I System Industry have, espec I a I I y In 

this context, a hard time. 

The greatest number of enterprIses we I corned the 

progranme • s InformatIon of the European COI'IInun I ty and 

the progranme maintenance even though, measured on the 

enterprises• strategy, they attached less Importance to 

the promotion programme. 
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However, In the area of R&D strategy and for the 

development of cooperation relationships, the programme 

had more significance. Here, the statements corresponded 

to those of the executed analyses In the Federal 

Republ lc of Germany whereby the smal I and medium-sized 

enterprIses prosecutIng R&D sought IncreasIng contact 

to research establ lshments and other cooperation 

partners. 

He I p was st I I I expected by the enterprIses for theIr 

problems and, at earliest, from the national 

governments. Support, above alI, was expected from the 

European Community by the Initiation of cooperations. 

In the differentiation of programme participant and non

partIcIpant, the wrItten survey brought no s 1 gn If 1 cant 

results. The structure of the answers were almost eQual 

In both groups. The reasons for this could be: 

The aforementioned problems and behaviours are 

almost the same by the enterprises of both groups -

promoted enterprises and control group. Hence, the 

utI I I zat I on of promotIon programmes cannot be 

Inferred from the tested behavioural specimen. 

The case numbers of both groups are too sma I I to 

enable significant divergences. 
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Results of the case Studies 

On balance, the results of the oral surveys could thus 

be characterized; the surveyed equipment enterprises 

had, through the BRITE/EURAM Sub-programme Aeronautics, 

opened for themselves new cooperation posslbl I l~les. 

Thus, support by the Initiation of cooperation was often 

more Important than the financial assistance. Hence, the 

support of the European CommunIty was, above a I I , of 

Importance because It concerned a branch which, In 

higher degree, was Influenced by the government and In 

most cases cooperations were entered Into on the basis 

of traditional business relationships. 

The continuation of the programme was, of course, 

welcomed because the participants hope, on the one side, 

to be able to gain a stronger foothold on the clvl I area 

which Is Increasingly gaining Importance. On the other 

side, there existed the posslbl I lty that development 

works would be promoted In technologies for which there 

were no national programmes. 

In this way, a specific competitive disadvantage which 

the enterprises of the Smal I Member States had, In 

contrast to the big Industrial countries, would be 

removed. To what extent technologies were also relevant 

to other areas of the enterprises was not answered 

through the case studies In the scope of this study. 
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The significant empirical results of the research could 

be summarized as follows: 

The BRITE/EURAM Sub-programme Aeronautics supported the 

small and medium-sized enterprises In their efforts for 

trans-national cooperations. In view of the expected 

structura I a IteratIon In the demand coup I ed wIth the 

Increasing Importance of the clvl I area as wei I as the 

growing competitive pressure, such cooperations would 

Increasingly be more Important. 

As a rule, the small and medium-sized enterprises were 

not In a posIt I on to Jump the h 1 gher barrIers of the 

market entry. In the AeronautIc Industry, the dIrect 

governmental measures made possible the market entry of 

the enterprises. 

In a market In which •buy national• was stl I I the 

centra I motto. enterprIses of the Sma I I Member States 

were espec I a I I y dIsadvantaged. ThIs was more va I I d In 

countrIes whIch have no I nd I vI dua I system Industry at 

the I r d I sposa I . 

The relatively few final products were exclusively 

produced by enterprIses of the system Industry. Hence 

the EquIpment enterpr I ses had. on 1 y In a very sma 1 1 

proportion. possibilities to open up markets with their 

own products. They were, In the ru I e, dependent on the 

cooper at I on wIth enterpr 1 ses of the system Industry. 

There was a I so the fact that the market newcomer, Just 

because of the InadeQuate experience, could hardly be In 

the position to acQuire price or Qual ltatlve competitive 

advantage which would enable them to be considered as an 

Inevitable cooperation partner. 
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Thus, the market entry could, In general, only be 

achieved through a corresponding special lzatlon In 

certain fields of responslbl I ltles coupled with a 

simultaneous pol ltlcal support. 

EnterprIses of the eQuIpment Industry trIed to create, 

through more system competence, more freedom within the 

cooperations. Here, enterprises In countries which have 

their own respective System Industry had advantage. 

The condItIons of the progranme on whIch enterpr I ses 

from the Sma I I Member States were to be admItted Into 

the cooperations, had Increased the chances of the 

enterprIses of these countrIes to work In the area of 

aeronautics. The duration of this participation would, 

however, only be dependent on whether these enterprises 

were competItIve and If they were rea I I y prepared for 

cooperation. 

7. Assessment of the Pre-Test 

In general, numerous clear statements about the effect 

of BR I TE/EURAM Progranmes In the area of AeronautIcs 

were able to be made on the basis of a very small survey 

sample. 

This was, of course, only possible because: 

the branch .. Aeronautics .. has 

ana I yzed a I ready before the survey 

specific features; 
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the Commission had supported the survey; and 

It concerns a relatively smal I branch which, despite 

Its varied specifics, wl I I become transparent under 

the aforementioned prerequisites about the 

col lectlon of wei 1-almed original Information. 

The concept which Is formed from written and oral 

surveys has. on the whole. portrayed Itself to be very 

practicable: the questionnaire was, In most cases, wei I 

answered. This was, at least, the case because the 

questioned enterprises had been Informed ahead about the 

goa I and purpose of the survey. A broad I y scattered, 

highly anonymous written survey would obviously require 

a questionnaire which would have to be tested In a pre

test. In the present case, thIs procedure Is rep I aced 

partly by the short telephone conversations with the 

enterprises as well as the Information from the 

Commission. 

Experience from other Interviews have confirmed that the 

multiple-choice questions are not always workable. This 

appl les especially to the questions which are not 

directly related to the enterprises. 

Because of the extensive wl I I lngness of the questioned 

persons to of fer InformatIon, the IntervIews have 

contributed towards a better understanding of the 

branches. IntervIews extended beyond the sItuatIon of 

the respective enterprise and Included Issues such as: 

the basic problems of the branch In Europe; 

the specific role of the SMEs; 
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the possible effects of the promotion 

of the programme to be evaluated, which were discussed 

wIth these persons, servIng as a pre-test. Thus, they 

gave the necessary InformatIon In depth for a better 

Interpretation of the written Investigation. 

From the pre I lm I nary ana I ys Is resu Its whIch are 

presented here, one can ascertain, with regard to the 

estab I I shed hypotheses, that R&D for the SMEs In the 

area of AeronautIcs has a hIgh cost factor, but thIs 

cannot be seen as the central bottleneck. In contrast, 

the hypotheses have extensively been confirmed In view 

of 

the Importance of International cooperations for the 

development posslbl I lty of the SMEs In the area of 

Aeronautics; 

the higher market entry barriers; 

the sIgnIfIcance of the system IndustrIes and the 

dependence of the SMEs on these enterprises; 

the, at 1 east part I y, st I I I app I I ed pr Inc I pIe "buy 

national" which means an additional handicap for the 

enterprises of the Smal I Member States which have no 

system Industry at their disposal. 

The results of the analysis can be summarized as 

follows: Although the financial support of the 

enterprIses In the area of R&D created an Important 

prerequisite for the creation of better cooperation 

posslbl I I ties for the SMEs, nonetheless, the assistance 

from the Commission In the Initiation of cooperation 

were, in general, stl I I assessed as more Important. 
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The hypotheses could stl 11 not be examined according to 

the real effects of the promotion programme In view of 

the: 

Improved technological competitiveness of the 

promoted enterprises In the area of Aeronautics; 

technological spl I l-over effects on other production 

areas 1 n the enterpr 1 ses or on other IndustrIes of 

the respective countries; 

different development of the promoted and non

promoted enterprises; 

Improved competitive situation of the branch and the 

effect on the total economy through the Increasing 

division of labour, most especially, through the 

reinforced participation of SMEs. 

In order to be able to achieve such results, the number 

of the enterprises to be Interviewed would firstly have 

to be clearly expanded and secondly the analysis' 

concept about the before/after comparison would have to 

be widened. 

8. Lessons to be Drawn 

A convincing evaluation process which wl I I extensively 

suIt the theoret I ca I reQuIrements, and whIch Is a I so 

emp I rIca I I y workab I e, Is not ava I I ab I e. Entrepreneur I a I 

decisions result from an Interdependent operational 

network. Hence, the Isolated registration of the effects 

of promotion measures Is also a very difficult problem 

to solve empirically as wei I as theoretically. 
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The e I lm I nat I on of promotIon effects, In fact, of both 

the Intended as wei I as the non-Intended effects can, at 

best, be made through a methods' mix In which 

QUa I I tat I ve and Quant I tat I ve aspects are beIng taken 

Into consideration. 

The evaluation process has shown Itself to be baslcal ly 

suitable with the methods' mix: 

before/after comparison; 

control group concept. 

By these conceptions what has changed by the enterprises 

through the promotIon measure Is beIng compared 

respectively. First, In the promoted enterprises 

themselves (before/after comparison), and secondly, 

through the comparison of promoted and non-promoted 

enterprises. It Is hereby being assumed from a 

theoret I ca I vI ewpo 1 nt that a 1 1 a IteratIons are to be 

traced exclusively to the promotion, and the clause of 

ceteris paribus Is appl lcable to other variables. 

Never the I ess, because of the comp I ex I ty of I nf I uenc I ng 

var I abIes and pract I ca I reasons, It can be cone I uded 

that the rigid concept of control group should be 

.. weakened.. by usIng a comparIson group approach whIch 

controls only major variables such as size, 

country etc. This study shows that Its 

Implementation Is feasible. 
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For the evaluation, several Innovation Indicators are to 

be constructed. Hereby, we Will 

firm 

be concentrating on 

level with special Innovation Indicators at 

emphasis on economic effects of R&D (see Table). 

Innovation 
Indicators 

Input 

Throughput 

Output 

Innovation Indicators at Firm Level 

Quantitative 

R&D personnel 
R&D expenses 

contract research 

innovation stages 
(costs, risks) 

Qua I i tat i ve 

impulses for innovation 

level of organisation 
and planning of R&D 

learning effects 

barriers of innovation 

competence for cooperation 

patents applied for and granted 

revenues by sel I ing patents, 
I icenses and know-how 

innovation intensity 

productivity 

profits 

employment 

non-commercial 
benefits 
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new or improved products, 
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aims of innovation 

competitive position 

new customers/ 
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A clear empirical result of this study Is, that one 

should not emphasize too much the economic effects of 

the promoted R&D projects. The SMEs Investigated usually 

do not assess their participation In EC R&D projects In 

economic terms, such as expected rate of return or 

profit. The major benefit for these firms of an 

Involvement In EC-programmes are Qual ltatlve ones, such 

as learning effects {knowledge, management, language), 

becoming a visible and competent partner for 

I nternat I ona I cooperatIons, fIndIng new customers and 

business fields. Therefore we conclude that - at a firm 

I eve I It Is more va I uab I e and approprIate to assess 

carefully these Qual ltatlve effects of EC-programmes 

than using a strong orientation to Quantitative economic 

terms. 

In practice, Information about the determining variables 

of the considered behaviour of the actors which are to 

be connected with the measure to be evaluated, have to 

be collected. Hereto, the following steps are 

Imperative: 

Analysis of the environment to which the promotion 

measure Is directed; 

Analysis of the promotion measure Itself according 

to objective and form; 

Construction of hypotheses In view of possible 

effects; 

Concept I on of wrItten and ora I surveys {theme of 

Interview, questionnaire, selection process; 

construction of the control group); 
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(3) I 

l 

Execution of pre-tests; 

Feedback of pre-tests' 

concept; 

results with developed 

Wr 1 tten and ora 1 ~ur veys of promoted enterpr· I ses and 

enterprises of the co"trol group; 

Evaluation of the results. 

Furthermore, In vIew of rare pract I ca I experIences, the 

following additional recommendations for future 

Implementation can be raised: 

starting evaluation In the early beginning phase of 

the programme to be Investigated; 

Intensive development of the theoretical base; 

careful selection of promoted and non-promoted 

groups of research teams or R&D performing firms; 

carefu I InterpretatIon of Quant I tat I ve effects wIth 

special emphasis on Qual ltatlve 

I earnIng effects, reasons of 

government programmes). 

aspects (such 

participation 

as 

In 

Bas I ca I I y, such eva I uat Ions are to be executed In two 

phases, or, If needed, three phases: 

Phase I : It extends up to the eva I uat I on of 

pre-tests. ThIs report Is restrIcted 

only to phase I. The outputs of phase 

I are: 
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o va 1 1 d QuestIonnaIres and 

lntervlew-guldel lnes for 

col lectlng necessary data for the 

before/after comparIsons (Annex) 

and a practical procedure of 

selection 

groups of 

and construction of 

promoted and non-

promoted fIrms; 

o a preliminary analysis on a 

smal I sample basis - on relevant 

effects of EC-programmes In 

promotIng Industria I R&D, 

especlall.y within SMEs (Chap. 4 

and 5}. 

Phase I I: ExtensIve wrItten ana I yses accordIng 

to the control groups concept. 

Phase I I I: This follows when a promotion measure 

Is to be evaluated at the end. 

Executions hereto are to take Into 

account the tIme- I ags of the effects 

of the before/after comparison. 

Experience 

evaluation 

execution 

analysis 

shows that the Qual lty 

Is, In a special degree, 

of phase I. Hence, the 

of this evaluation Is 

of the entIre 

dependent on the 

real preparatory 

given particular 

attention. Later corrections are hardly possible. 
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II Further Working Plans 

For the execution of the first phase of the analysis of 

a feasible evaluation of the BRITE/EURAM programme, the 

choIce of the AeronautIc Industry has, on the who I e, 

proved to be suitable. However, this Industry Is 

relatively unsuitable for a second phase of the analysis 

In which the control group concept 

to significant results. Hereto, 

promoted projects and enterprIses 

rather too small. 

Is supposed to lead 

the number of the 

In the programme Is 

For the effect of the BR 1 TE/EURAM sub-progranme 

Aeronautics, two Questions are, above all, of Interest 

from the viewpoint of this research: 

How the competItIveness of 

Industry changes Itself and 

cooperation; 

the European EquIpment 

Its role within the 

To what extent this programme contributes to upl 1ft 

the technological standard of the enterprises of the 

Smal I Member States and extends the same to the rest 

of the economy. 

Such Investigations were supposed to be executed after 

the end of the promotion on the basis of the research 

approach utilised here on the written and oral survey. 

In this case, the InQuiry about the end of the progranme 

should be broadened by the horizon of the findings In a 

before/after comparison. 
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If the goal of the second phase Is a general evaluation 

of BRITE/EURAM, then Industries such as the Mechanical 

Engineering or selected technologies such as •Materials• 

shou I d be ana I yzed. The popu I at I on Is I arger In these 

areas and the concept of the Contro I groups can be 

better app I I ed. In any case and pr I or to the begInnIng 

of the study, such as I t Is done here, the actua I 

InQuiries, In which the necessary Information for a goal 

orientated conception of the survey are being processed, 

should be analyzed first. 

The method of analysis In this context shouid be a 

methods' mix comprising written and oral InQuiries as 

wei I as the Control group concept. However, the 

definition of the Control group should thereby be acted 

on very carefully because It, at least partly, serves as 

a yardstick for the measurement of the effects of the 

promotion. A conclusive assessment of the effect of the 

promotion can, however, only follow after the expiration 

of the promotion. The evaluation would, thus, have to 

be supplamented with a before/after comparison. 

In this respect, there Is also a very Interesting 

Question which should be acted upon In the scope of such 

further analyses. Bigger economies such as the Federal 

Repub I I c of Germany, In genera I , have at theIr d I sposa 1 

a broad field of promotion programmes with which almost 

alI significant technologies can be promoted In the 

enterprises. The pre-reQuisite for this, of course, Is a 

corresponding size and differentiated Industry. Smaller 

economIes, due to the I ow number of I ndustr 1 a 1 

enterprises alone, cannot bring out simi Jar 

differentiated promotion concepts. 
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This, however, means that enterprises with locations In 

bigger economies could have promotion conditioned 

competitive advantages In different technology areas 

amongst other, 

for this Is 

Firstly, It 

since European Commission programmes, 

encourage these contortla. The basis 

suppl led by the subsidiarity principle. 

legitimatized the State (government) to Intervene In 

areas In whIch market fa I I ure exIsts; and second I y, It 

Is the duty of the European Community to see that the 

European programmes are subsidiary to the national 

programmes. For example, It was clear from BRITE/EURAM 

that, enterprises In smaller countries would have, 

promotion-conditioned, been disadvantaged without such a 

Europe-wide promotion. To what extent promotion

conditioned competitive distortions exist In Europe and 

to what extent these biases could be reduced through a 

European promotIon progranme, shou 1 d be exam I ned more 

Intensively. The enterprises In the Small Member States, 

above alI, would profit from this suggested adjustment. 
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1.1 

I 1 I The Analysis 

1. Alms of the Study and Working Plan 

This study has two purposes: 

a. Analyzing the relevance and effects of EC R&D 

programmes especially for smal I and medium-sized 

enterprises. This contains reasons for (non-) 

partIcIpatIon In EC R&D prograrrmes, type of fIrms 

and co-operations reached, the effects on firms 

whIch partIcIpate In the programmes and the 

Identification of the existence of deficiencies In 

programme administration. 

b. Implementation of new methods of evaluation of EC 

programmes promoting Industrial R&D. The 

before/after approach and the control group approach 

are Important methods In Identifying the Impacts of 

such pol leles, but both methods, especially the 

control group approach are difficult to Implement. 

Methods such as peer review and blbl lometrlcs are 

approprIate eva I uat I on methods for bas I c or I ong-term 

appl led research. In the case of EC programmes promoting 

IndustrIa I R&D, espec I a I I y If sma I I and medIum-s I zed 

firms (SME) are Involved, other evaluation methods are 

needed such as the before/after comparison and the use 

of control groups. This wl I 1 be discussed In Chapter 3. 

Evaluation, as It Is used within this project, means the 

exam I nat I on and assessment of the ef feet I veness of EC 

programmes. 
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The key elements of such an evaluation are analysis of 

the firms reached (size, sector, Innovational behaviour, 

the 1 r bott I enecks to co-operate, etc.), the I eve I of 

techn I ca I and economIc goa I attaInment of a programme 

and the actual effects achieved, both Intended and 

unIntended, as we I I as ana I yses of Imp I ementat I on and 

adm I n s t rat I on . I n v I ew of the t h I n emp I r I ca I back I n g of 

Impact hypotheses and the assumed bottlenecks of 

Innovation In Industry, analyses of the conditions 

underlying each programme are regarded as an Important 

add It I on a I e I ement of such Impact ana I yses. 

Verifications of the theoretical considerations of 

governments and ministerial bureaucracies on which the 

condItIons and admInIstratIve hand I I ng of promot I ona I 

Instruments are based, should also be Included In Impact 

analyses because they constitute the only way of 

ensurIng that not on I y scIentIsts, but a I so poI It I ca 1 

administrators may learn from the results. 

To analyze the participation of SMEs In EC R&D 

programmes and the effects caused by the promotion, the 

following questions are Important: 

what are the reasons for the participation or non

partlclaptlon of SMEs In EC programmes ? 

What are the effects on the SMEs which receive EC 

grants for their 

o R&D patents, 

0 Improved products, 

royalties, 

processes and 

o competitiveness, sales and employment, 

services, 

o exports and Imports within EC countries, 

o abl I lty for cooperation ? 
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What are the specific surplus effects of an EC 

promotion? 

o LearnIng effects for 

( techn I ca I know I edge, 

the cooperatIng partners 

thinking and planning In 

International dimensions, language etc.), 

o Initiation and enforcement of existing relations 

between the cooperating partners, establ lshment 

of scientific community and working relations 

(contacts, networks), 

o Projects, which could only be real lzed on an EC 

level and are Initiated mainly by the EC 

programme. 

Do SMEs of countrIes wIth a I ess deve I oped 

Industrial R&D base gain a significant part of EC 

R&D projects? Is there any decrease In the 

dIscrepancIes of the IndustrIa I R&D I eve Is In the 

different EC countries? 

To which extent does the promoted EC programme meet 

the main bottlenecks of Innovation In the SMEs ? 

Because of the difficulties to Implement the above

mentioned methods, It seems useful to divide the project 

Into two parts: a pilot phase (Phase I) and a phase of 

more Intensive field research In terms of the numbers of 

SMEs and the countrIes Invest I gated (Phase I I). ThIs 

report Is restricted only to Phase I. 

Within Phase I, It Is necessary - on the basis of a 

smal I sample of enterprises - to carefully construct a 

group of firms promoted and a comparable control group 

of firms which are non-promoted. Comparable means that 

these firms are similar with regard to size, product 

mixture or branch, markets and technological potential. 
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Furthermore, a careful col lectlon of data Is needed to 

descrIbe the sItuatIon of both groups of fIrms before 

the EC programme started and during Its Implementation. 

To ensure homogenlty, It Is useful to restrict the 

analysis to one EC programme or sub-programme. Because 

of Its high relevance for SMEs, the BRITE/EURAM I I 

programme Is an appropriate programme for analyzing the 

main questions underlying this project and for 

Implementing the evaluation methods. To select an 

approprIate sub-programme the fo I I owIng crIterIa were 

used: an Industry whIch covers reI evant European 

perspectives and characteristics. The relation between 

large and smal I firms within this Industrial branch are 

a crucial Issue and because of methodological and 

pragmatic reasons, It should have a sufficient 

transparency and a low heterogenlty. Therefore, Phase I 

was restricted to the sub-programme Aeronautics. About 

20 firms (promoted as wei I as non-promoted SMEs) 

Including national and EC bodies were Interviewed. 

Out of the selected countries one (FRG) was 

character I zed by IntensIve R&D, and a h 1 gh degree of 

participation within the selected sub-programme. The 

other se I ected countrIes are sma I I ( 1 reI and, Denmark) 

and/or represent the opposite case (Greece). The field 

research In Ire I and, Denmark and Greece receIved 

substantial help by the national delegates of these 

countries. 
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Main Questions that related to the promoted SMEs were: 

How did they learn of the existence of the programme 

and Its context? What were the reasons whIch I ed 

them to participate In the programme ? 

How does the programme fit In with the objectives of 

the companies which have appl led for It? 

What positive results do they expect from the 

research project to be promoted? 

Is the International cooperation which Is a central 

poInt of the programme a goa I In I tse If or mere I y a 

means of attaining their specific objectives? 

What progress w I I I be made due to thIs actIvIty: 

fl I I lng technological gaps, Insuring competitive 

advantage, keeping up with the state of the art? 

What do they expect from this research (Qual lty 

Improvements, cost reductions, new appl !cations, 

better production performance, substitution, etc)? 

What spl I l-over-effect do they expect from the 

research? 

How did they chose their research partners: from 

prevIous cooper at I on, meetIngs, because they were 

Industrial partners, following EC suggestions? 

Have they encountered specific difficulties In 

deal lng with their research partners due to the 

sharIng of expertIse, I anguage, commmun I cat I on, 

research programming or coordination, and their 

anticipated sharing of the results? 

Do they want to contInue the cooper at I on In thIs 

field? Or In other fields? 

What specific benefits do they expect from 

International cooperation? 
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2. The Contribution of Small and Medium Sized Firms to Innovation and Their 

Role in European Community Programmes • Theoretical Framework 

Technological innovation processes comprise the development and· introduction of 

process or product innovations. They differ from traditional used methods or products 

offered on the market because they exhibit new functional characteristics. Until the 

beginning of the 1970's, an overwhelming view was held that technological innovation 

processes were executed primarily by big enterprises, while the technological innovation 

capability of small and medium sized enterprises was neglected. This opinion is based on 

the formulated thesis of Schumpeter on the size-specific difference of innovation 

capability. His hypotheses relate to the interrelation between technical development and 

the size of enterprises. This, of course, was changed to the so-called Neo-Schumpeter

Hypotheses through the ensued discussion (see Tabbert, 1974). Thus, big enterprises and 

monopolies are frequently been placed on equal level. A whole host of literature has up 

to date dealt with the question - which influence the market structure has on innovation 

capability? (see as overview Stoneman 1983, Gahlen, Stadler 1986, Dosi 1988). In this 

discussion, the influence of the size of an enterprise as well as the role of the prevailing 

market structure is often mixed herein. Because both factors are only connected loosely 

with one another, it is, however, meaningful to analyse separately the connection of both 

factors with the technical change (see Meyer-Krahmer 1989). 

In the last years, many empirical studies on innovational behaviour of small and medium 

sized enterprises have emerged. The importance of small and medium sized enterprises 

in the phase of invention is almost undisputable. Sahal (1983), for example, has shown 

in a comparative evaluation of different technical historical studies that a larger part of 

discoveries on whose foundation the development of so-called major innovations are 

based, were the result of research works of individual inventors or small and medium 

sized enterprises. All classes of enterprises participated obviously by the generation of 

the origin of major innovations. Up till now, big enterprises were, however, seen as 

dominant in the further development of fundamental inventions up to their commerciali

zation (Freeman et al, 1982). 
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On the basis of ntany existing studtes (see as overview: Dosi 1988, Meyer~Kt<thmer 1989), 

the folloWJng hypotheses on the specific roles of small and medium sJ.zed entc~rises in 

the innovation process are been established here: A general supenority of big or small 

enterprises in the invention and innovation process is not ascertainable 1n the course of 

the discussion on the Neo-Schumpeter-Hypoche.;ses. However, It appears mo1e meaningful 

to proceed from a division of labour between b1g and smaH enterpnses wtnch are, most 

especially, related to the market potential, the novelty of innovations and thc.ir doseness 

to the available product programme, and the extent in which smaU and tne.dium sized 

enterprises participated in inventions and incremental innovations, but not on ~'major 

innovations". 

Innovations in small and medium sized enterprises are determined to a great extent by 

the market. Flexibility and swift reactions on demand are, at the same time, both 

compulsion and comparative advantage for these enterprises. They operate or act 

predominantly on market niches. Furthermore, they compete rather over quality than 

over price competition on markets in which they stand in competition with big 

enterprises. The priority area of R&D activities of small and medium sized enterprises 

is in the area of development, while research, in a closer sense, is almost exclusively 

executed by big enterprises. While all sizes of enterprises participated in the generation 

of origin of major innovations, big enterprises dominate, however, in the further 

development of fundamental inventions up to their commercialization. 

Innovating small and medium sized enterprises play not only an important role in the 

invention phase, but also by the diffusion of complex basic technologies. The diffusion 

of such technologies portrays a permanent process of adaptation and further develop

ments on different application areas and market segments in which small and medium 

sized enterprises play individual roles. Innovating small and medium sized enterprises 

depict, in this connection, an important target group when government policy wants not 

only the emergence but the increase of the speed of the spread of complex basic 

technologies. 
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The innovation activity is not only determined through the sizes of the enterprises, but 

also through the phase of the life cycle of the products. In support of the product life 

cycle-Model, Abernathy, Utterback (1978, 1982) try to link the dynamics of product and 

process innovations with the development histories of enterprises and product lines. 

Product and process innovations take place in dependence on the respective stage of 

development and the course of the life cycle of a product line in periodical shift. In 

dependence on the increasing production volumes, Figure 2/1 depicts the typical ideal 

frequency of product and process innovations per time unit. The depicted cycle varied 

in duration according to the sector of the industry. It can last, for example, 70 years in 

automobile industry and 20 years in the electronics industry. 

The approach of Abernathy and Utterback is easily compatible with our hypothesis of 

division of labour between big, small and medium sized enterprises in the innovation 

area. SME play a special role in the formation phase of a product line and they show a 

high innovation rate. They can either survive through niches strategies or can be 

displaced by bigger enterprises in the further course of the product life cycle. Solution 

strategies, therefore, remain the early change to other product lines or technologies. 

Enterprises with many product lines can compensate the fluctuations through a skilled 

product" portfolio-management. If one introduces size-specific considerations in the 

product life cycle model, it can be shown that small and medium sized enterprises can 

choose between different strategies. Due to a niche and delivery strategy, a relatively 

stable position or a rather temporary state can be reached with a "First-Mover" or high 

technology strategy (see Thierstein 1987). As long as governmental technology policy 

restricts itself to an R&D-promotion, it will reach predominantly such small and medium 

sized enterprises which move themselves on market niches for technology intensive plants 

and investment goods or in new developed areas such as electronics, chemical, new 

processing techniques, material, energy and environmental technique. Such a policy will 

reach, to a less extent, small and medium sized enterprises in traditional industrial areas 

or the group of delivery companies. 
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It is clear from the investigations of Abernathy and Utterback that generalized hypothesis 

about the role of small and medium sized enterprises in the innovation process can 

mislead when one did not take into account the sectoraVproduct orientated dimension 

and also the changing role of these enterprises in the industrial development process. 

Hereto, small and medium sized enterprises are an heterogenous group consisting of 

enterprises from diverse activity fields and with very different strategies. In this context, 

multiple references and a lot of differentiations were developed (Pavitt 1984, Rothwell 

1985, Thierstein 1987). Thereafter, the degree in which small and medium sized 

enterprises perform or use innovations can be classified as technology push or demand 

push (see Figure 2/2). 

A typology of innovating enterprises can be established on a solid theoretical basis with 

the help of the further development of the cone theory of Majer (1978). The cone theory 

implies that the research results can be arranged in their basic application and the 

distance of the final product stage. The research scenery is structured on scientific areas. 

Findings of basic research about the result chains of the. closeness of the final product 

are attained in ramified and non-linear ·succession, otherwise, they are not going to be 

further pursued , in the course of these processes. The result chains have horizontal, 

vertical and feedbacked connection. The vertical result chains, the feedbacks and 

horizontal interrelation within a scientific area or immediate ~ordering_ areas lie on the 

surface of the cone. The connecting lines between different disciplines appear within the 

cone. The research cone exhibits therewith a vivid sketch of results. A more detailed 

description of the research cone can be found in Majer (1978). 

Thus, this research cone can further be developed into an innovation cone in the 

following way for the interrelation which is of interest in this context (see figure 2/3 ). The 

cone is enlarged into an innovation or diffusion phase. In this phase, the research result 

is taken away as concrete product or process innovation, converted into technical 

production and introduced in the market or taken into production. If already the process 

begins earlier, it is of no further importance for the interrelation which is here of interest. 

At the latest, however, a technology core is, in itself, developed. Concerning the key 

words - technological trajectories, technological paradigms, architectural innovations - it 
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is already explained in the literature ( eg Dosi 1988, Stoneman 1983, Abernathy, 

Utterback 1982). It concerns the central result chains of a technology flow matrix of 

science and innovation system in the categories of the cone theory. A layer wraps itself 

around this technology core (example: semiconductor technology) in which numerous 

further and adaptation developments of the basic technology on different application 

fields are located (example: diverse application possibilities of the micro-electronics). 

Here also industrial R&D activity still takes place, but the innovation level is lower and 

corresponds to the already above explained incremental innovation activities. The 

outward layer of the cone indicates, finally in this phase, the pure use and dissemination 

of the introduced technology in the market (adoption), for example, buying on the 

market available modem production plants as investment good or as intermediary goods 

(for example, new materials, softwarct ). Besides the (vertical) flow matrix between science 

and innovation system, ,there exists a close association between the technology core, the 

. inner and the outward technology layer through the (horizontal) intersectoral connection. 

· Firstly, extending the cone theory through .transformation of research into an innovation 

cone makes a possible theoretical derivation of the thesis of division of labour of 

, innovation activity of big and small or medium sized enterprises which critically places 

an important branch of the innovation research in question and which, in connection with 

the shortened reception of the Schumpeterian thesis, has obviously concentrated on the 

question - "are big or small enterprises more innovative?". Bigger enterprises are 

predominantly going to determine the technology core of the cone, while small and 

medium sized enterprises, as far as they are· innovating, are to be seen in the surrounding 

core of the layer. In the outward layer, small and medium sized enterprises are as well 

predominantly going to appear - this time as adoptors. Secondly, a typology which divides 

small and medium sized enterprises into three groups can be derived from here: 
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1. Enterprises with a higher innovation level (technology core) prosecute mainly 

first-mover strategies and move themselves in high technology areas. They are 

Schumpeter-enterprises in the actual sense. To be expected is that only a small 

share of small and medium sized enterprises fall in this group. 

2. Enterprises with incremental innovation activity which pursued predominantly 

niches strategies (inner technology layer) are mainly manufacturer of new 

materials and plants. It is to be expected. that small and medium sized enter

prises - if they are innovating - are to be seen in greater share, in this group. 

3. Enterprises, which in itself adjust in this form to the technical change in which 

they buy new investment goods or intermediate goods which are available on the 

market and are herewith exclusive adaptors of new materials and plants 

(outward technology layer). It is to be expected that these enterprises belong 

predominantly to the traditional industrial sectors. 

Such a typology is, nonetheless, of special importance for a ~technology policy for small 

and medium sized enterprises because an answer to the question is possible with its help 

- which enterprises are going to be reached and which type of innovation (or also 

diffusion) is to be promoted through such a policy. Furthermore, respective different 

concepts and instruments for the promotion of these types of enterprises must be 

adequate because different problem situations and effects are to be expected. 

On the basis of such typology it is possible to identify different specific roles of SME's 

within R&D projects promoted by the EC: 

a. SMEs performing R&D on the basis of a given specification (subcontractors); 

b. SMEs acting as complementary partner for special problems; 

c. SMEs contributing siginificantly to project design and specification; 

d. SMEs as leading partners or coordinators. 
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3. Methods and Indicators 

3.1 Methods of Evaluation with Special Emph~sis to the Control Group Approach 

Some of the recent evaluations have been performed with a mix of several approaches, 

which have been designed according to the specific characteristics of the programme. In 

general, the following methods of evaluation have been used so far (Rossi 1988, Meyer

Krahmer 1989): 

Before/After Comparisons: In this approach, effects of programmes are identified by 

comparing the situations and the behaviour of the innovating companies before and after 

receiving public assistance. This approach employs either time series analyses and trend 

comparisons of the use of resources and the output achieved or a more qualitative . 

comparison of the innovative behaviour and corresponding attitudes of firms. In a 

National Science Foundation (NSF)-analysis of a programme designed to promote 

cooperation between universities and industries, the extent of cooperation which occurred 

for the first time or the continuation of earlier co-operative relationships, the extent in 

which research findings were adopted before and after such cooperation was subsidized, 

whether there were personal contacts, and whether the use of pertinent information 

literature were investigated. In some cases, studies are limited to simple quantitative 

comparisons within the framework of the respective funding of programmes. For 

example, a German study investigated whether external R&D had increased or external 

consultants had been employed on a larger scale (see overview on relevant literature, 

Meyer-Krahmer 1988). Other studies seek to pinpoint changes in the development of 

R&D personnel or in R&D expenditures after the introduction of a programme to 

promote R&D. In such cases, periods of several years before and after the launching of 

the programme are compared. In yet another approach, a historical trend is extrapolated 

(for the case of the absence of a programme) and compared with actual developments. 

The approach of before/after comparisons suffers from two fundamental problems; first 

it is based on data provided by the companies receiving support. Such data may be 

influenced by company interests. Secondly, since time-based comparisons are involved, 
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the impact of other factors has to be taken into account and, if possible, neutralized. This 

is very difficult and frequently it deals with ceteris paribus assumptions which are rather 

unsatisfactory. Thus, the more pronounced the structural changes are between points of 

data collections, the less useful this method becomes. 

Control group approach: This approach concentrates on the comparison of behaviour of 

the companies promoted and the control group of a set of non-promoted companies. 

But it needs a theoretical base to justify the comparison between two groups as well as 

the structure which is necessary for the control group to guarantee the "ceteris paribus". 

This approach is theoretically very convincing. However, in its conversion, it still has, 

besides ceteris paribus, other problems: the significant characteristics must have to be 

identified in order to form a comparable group of the promoted enterprises. The usual 

characteristics are branches and sizes. These are statistically and empirically also 

understandable. The concept of the control group arises from the empirical conversion. 

Econometric approach: This method has been used frequently especially in the USA and 

depends heavily on quantitative data and analytical estimates and tools. Usually this 

method employs a production function approach and it is used both at macroeconomic 

and microeconomic levels. As it is the case in almost every other research using the 

production function approach, its basic problems are inadequate assumptions (e.g. 

uncertainty) and the lack of reliable data. In addition, it is also necessary to consider 

possible influences of other factors. 

Case study approach: The behavioural approach is used for qualitative analysis at micro

level. Even though there are other methods of evaluation, the case study method is most 

frequently used, mostly in the USA The case study method is valuable for· the analysis 

of the rapidity and complexity of innovative processes. But it raises some questions on 

the degree of validity, because it depends heavily on three categories of persons, that is, 

case researcher( s ), informants, and reader( s) of the case. Most of all, it has difficulties 

in generalizing the results to other cases. 
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Science and technology indicators approach: Science and technology (S&T) indicators are 

successfully used in the realm of studies on the national structure of R&D. In particular, 

in the USA these have been intensively used by the National Science Foundation (NSF) 

since the seventies. Only during the past few years experimental use has been started on 

the microlevel to evaluate promotion programmes. It seems to be too early to judge the 

strengths and weakness; however, in combination with other approaches their use seems 

to be promising. This is true in particular for technometric indicators (the new concept, 

"technometrics" has been developed by the Fraunhofer-Institute for Systems and 

Innovation Research) which allows the measuring of technological achievements to 

compleme:pt the sales data with innovative products (innovation intensity) which are 

frequently distorted by pricing or fluctuating exchange rates. Also, the technometric 

method relies essentially on technology expert opinion and allows therefore the inclusion 

of qualitative aspects. EC presently tries out the use of indicators for an assessment of 

the utility of EC programmes. 

Methods for impact analyses of governmental research and innovation policy, whjch have 

been used up till now, are mainly the peer-group approach, bibliometrics, technometrics, 

before/after comparisons, the control group concept, econometric models and case 

studies. These methods are strictly ~aken from different quality and different goals 

orientations: The before/after comparisons and the control group concept are the most 

valid methods to identify the influence of governmental promotion on research and 

innovation. These methods· imply respectively a specific approach for the collection and' 

registration of empirical data. In con~rast, econometric models or the case studies 

approach are different methods with which the ascertained data could be analysed. Case 

studies, surveys or bibliometrics comprise also a third category of methods, namely a 

certain way of data collection. The transition between these different methods are flowing 

partly, most especially when many methods are being utilized simultaneously. In the 

works, available up to date, this strict difference between the various method categories 

is not carried out. 

Methods such as peer review and bibliometrics are appropriate evaluation methods for 

basic or long-term applied research. In the case of EC-Programmes promoting industrial 
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R&D, other evaluation methods are needed such as the comparison of the before/after 

types and the use of control groups. Nevertheless, these methods are also relevant for 

evaluating basic or long-term applied research, because they help to identify causalities 

and impacts caused by public programmes. 

Many studies use the case study technique which reflects the rather immature state of 

theory formation and the inadequate data base. However, an increasing number of 

studies attempt to supplement the historical, qualitatively descriptive case studies by 

applying additional methods. "Before/after" types of comparisons and the control group 

concepts have performed satisfactory particularly since they involve a combination of 

quantitative and qualitative approaches. Nevertheless, their empirical realization is 

difficult. 

Because this study emphasizes especially on the control group approach, this concept will 

be discussed more in detail. The control group method is used mainly for evaluation of 

government programmes promoting industrial R&D and innovation. This method 

identifies the relation of causality betwee·n government programmes and direct or indirect 

technological and commercial outputs in industry. The type of outputs investigated 

depends on the concept of evaluation. Evaluation, as it is used here, means the 

examination and assessment of the effectiveness of programmes promoting industrial 

R&D and innovation. The key elements of such an evaluation are analysis of the firms 

reached (size, sector, innovation behaviour, their bottlenecks to cooperate etc.), the 

degree of technical and economic goal attainment of a programme and the actual effects 

achieved, both intended and unintended, as well as analyses of implementation and 

administration. In view of the thin empirical backing of impact hypothesis and the 

assumed bottlenecks of innovation in industry, analyses of the conditions underlying each 

programme are regarded as an important additional element of such impact analyses. 

Verifications of the theoretical considerations of governments and ministerial bureaucra

cies on which the conditions and administrative handling of promotional instruments are 

based, should also be included in impact analyses because they constitute the only way 

of ensuring that not only scientists, but also political administrator may learn from the 

results. This approach, developed for an evaluation of German programmes (Meyer-
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1.1 

i'i Krahmer 1981), is similar to the evaluation concept underlying eg the Alvey programme 

evaluation. 

The control group concept is based on comparisons of the behaviour of supported versus 

non-supported firms. The goal of the approach lies therein, ie, to have a possible 

comparison of both groups in order to show the experimental effect without interference. 

H this strict control cannot be executed, the methodological promotions must be 

withdrawn and a less sophisticated, quasi-experimental or non-experimental investigation 

plan has to be advanced. Its advantage is that there is no exclusive dependence on 

information provided by the firms concerned. On the other hand, the application of this 

method requires a theoretical base that can be used to identify which firms are truly 

"comparable" (which is particularly true in the "selection-for-purpose" case, for example, 

if "innovative" firms are compared). 

This approach was used by McNutt and Rucker (1981) in their analysis of the impact of 

information programmes on car purchases .. They found that the users of such information 

buy cars with better fuel economy than non-users do. A possibility for the formation of 

the control group is the random sample. The population of the non-promoted enterprises 

can (before the random sample is drawn) further be delimited through the standards of 

certain characteristics such as branches, sizes and R&D-intensity. However, it remained 

unclear whether that effect was produced by the pertinent information alone or was it 

due to the more positive attitude towards energy conservation that buyer exhibited, which 

had existed before they used the information programme. In this case the two groups 

cannot be regarded as comparable. 

Similar problems occur in the studies by Allen et al. (1978), and by Warkov and Tourigny 

(1982). A highly interesting attempt to develop a control group is found in the analysis 

by the NSF of the Small Business Innovation Research Programme. Supported R&D 

projects which had competed respectively in the award selection procedure, but had been 

evaluated as less promising and therefore had not received an award. Another 

application of the control group method is explained in the following chapter in detail. 

These studies show that the control group concept, which has rarely been employed 
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empirically, is quite feasible and at least allows the order of magnitude of important 

impacts to be measured. 

The control group approach is an evaluation method that identifies to which extent 

changes of scientific, technological or commercial outputs are caused by R&D or 

innovation policy. It helps to isolate programmes' influence from other determinants of 

industrial R&D and innovation. It is also an appropriate method for comparing different 

target groups of promotion programmes. With regard to the different aspects ( eg reasons 

for participation/non-participation), the application of the control-group appraoch 

produces information on potential and real impacts of programmes. The main advantage 

of this method is the empirical clarification of causality. 

On the other hand, this method has also conceptual and practical limits: 

- The main conceptual limits is that the method does not contribute to the question of 

whether the R&D or innovation programme investigated represents an appropriate 

strategy to solve the underlying problem on the national, international or EC-level. 

- The application of this method requires a theoretical base that can be used to identify 

which research teams or R&D performing firms are truly 'comparable' as well as to 

select groups of non-supported research teams or firms. This theoretical base has an 

essential influence on the clarification of causality problems. 

On the other hand, an unappropriate theoretical base is a source for misinterpretations. 

- The main practical problems arise from the respective possibilities to construct 

empirically a control group. This is one reason why this method is empirically rarely 

employed. But the above mentioned studies show that it is quite feasible and at least 

allows the order of the ~agnitude of important impacts to be measured. 

On the background of rare practical experience, the following recommendations for future 

implementation can be raised: 

- commence evaluation in the early beginning phase of the programme to be in

vestigated, 

- intensive development of the theoretical base, 
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- careful selection of promoted and non-promoted groups of research teams or R&D 

performing firms, 

- careful interpretation of quantitative effects with special emphasis on qualitative 

aspects (such as learning effects, reasons of participation in government programmes). 

Finally, it should be pointed out that the specific weaknesses inherent not only in the 

control-group approach but in all evaluation methods make it advisable to apply several 

of them simultaneously. This method mix has been attempted in some existing studies. 

Charles River Associates (1981) and Evenson (1982) linked case studies with econometric 

models. However, in some cases this is still done in an independent fashion despite the 

fact that case studies offer the possibility of providing some empirical backing for 

important model assumptions or for verifying such assumptions. The NSF (1982) 

combined the before/after type of comparison with the control group approach, thus 

rather closely resembling the approach by Meyer-Krahmer et al. (1983). Bdiunling et al. 

( 1981) use monitoring and before/after comparisons. The conditions under which 

different 'method mixes' are applicable should be considered more thoroughly in the 

future if the performance of evaluation research is to be improved. 

3.2 Indicators of Economic Effects of R&D 

Technology is considered to be a major competitive factor for countries at the macro 

level and for individual firms at the micro level. Joseph Schumpeter (1939) pointed out 

the importance of technology and innovation in the economic development process. 

Robert Solow (1957) has been a pioneer in establishing the quantitative impact of 

technology on productivity gain in the United States. Since then, many economists in the 

U.S. as well as elsewhere have focused on technology and its impact on the economy. 

Jacob Schmookler (1966) focused on inventions and patents to investigate the dynamic 

relationship between economic growth and development of technology. 



Studies of innovation and technology development have evolved in different traditions 

or "paradigms". In terms of the scope of these studies, one can categorize them as 

follows: 

Country level studies. Here the attempt is made to discover and explain the 

technological growth in a country. 

- Industry level studies. Here the attempt is made to understand the developments in 

terms of technological development. 

- Technology level studies. Here the attempt is made to understand the development in 

a specific technological field and often assessment is made for its immediate future 

prospects and problems. 

- Firm level studies. Here the attempt is made to understand the differences among 

firms in terms of their innovative ability. 

All of these science indicators studies have used actual innovation data, rather than 

surrogate measures such as patents of papers. However, these studies vary in terms of 

the methods used to define the universe of innovations and sampling from that universe 

for further study. Three distinct traditions of research identified from this body of 

literature can be divided into the following categories (Chakrabarti 1989): 

- Literature based approach. The universe of innovations is defined by consulting 

scientific and technical magazines. Subsequently experts are consulted about the rating 

of these innovations. Surveys of firms are conducted to obtain detailed information on 

these innovations. 

- Expert based approach. Studies conducted in the United Kingdom and Canada have 

followed this approach. The Science Policy Research Unit at the University of Sussex 

developed this approach. The universe of innovations is defined. by surveying a large 

number of experts in various disciplines and fields. 

- Survey based approach. Studies conducted in France, Germany, Italy and The 

Netherlands have differed from the other two research methods in terms of defining 

the universe of innovations. These studies used surveys of firms as the method for 

identifying the innovations or innovative output of the firms. 
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The approach of this research project is the survey based approach. The innovation 

indicators on a firm level are listed up in Figure 3.2/1 including input and throughput 

indicators as well as output indicators. The indicators are described and discussed in 

detail in Chakrabarti (1989) and Meyer-Krahmer (1984). Besides the quantitative 

indicators describing economic effects of R&D in this study, the following qualitative 

indicators are perceived as essential indicators for identification of specific effects/benefits 

of EC-programmes: 

- learning effects 

- competence for cooperation 

- new customers/new business fields. 

One aim of this study is to clarify empirically to which extent small and medium sized 

firms use methods forecasting the economic benefits of R&D. 

Different indicators are been used for the measurement of the innovations of the 

enterprises. Furthermore, different input, throughput and output indicators can be 

applied according to its function in the production process (see Figure 3.2.1). This, on the 

otherhand, is to be differentiated in quantitative and qualitative factors. 

The expenditures for Research and Development (R&D) count as the most important 

quantitative indicators. According to experience, the requirements for personnel have by 

far the highest share of the R&D expenditures by the SMEs. The qualitative indicators 

measure important complementary factors. 

Patent incomes and expences are being drawn into the so-called throughput-factors. In 

this context, it must, however, be considered that the conduct of patents is different from 

coutnry to country and enterprise to enterprise. 

The innovativeness of the enterprise can therefore not be inferred directly from the 

conduct of the patent. Further information are necessary. 
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The same problem arises by the measurement of innovational output. It is, amongst 

others, being measured on the alteration of the range of products, the profit, the 

employees' structure (shares of qualitative personnel, R&D personnel of the total 

personel) of the productivity. Because the results are co-shaped from many other 

influences, only a very unsatisfactory statement about the innovative behaviours and the 

technological competitiveness of the enterprise can be made alone on the basis of output 

indicators. 

Figure 3.2/1 

Innovation Indicators on Firm Level 

Innovation Indicators Quantitative Qualitative 

Input R&D-personnel Impulses for Innovation 
R&D-expenses 

level of organisation and 
contract research planning of R&D 

Innovation stages learning effects 
(costs, risks) 

barriers of Innovation 

competence for cooperation 

Throughput patents applied for and granted 

revenues by selling patents, 
licenses and know-how 

Output Innovation intensity new or Improved products, 
processes and services 

productivity 
aims of innovation 

profits 
competitive position 

employment 
new customers/ 

non-commercial benefits new business fields 
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4. BRITEIEURAM-Subprogramme "Aeronautics" 

4.1 Aeronautic Industry in Europe 

4.1.1 An Overview of the European Aerospace Industry 

The Aeronautic industry is a part of the Aerospace industry. The. entire branch 

encompasses the civil and military aircraft construction as well as the spaceflight. Because 

these branches are very strongly intertwined with one another, it is necessary, on the 

onset, to give a short overview of the entire branch in order to have a better under

standing of the Aeronautic industry, which, of course, is the subject matter of this 

analysis. 

The European Aerospace industry occupies the second place after the United States of 

America and with Japan trailing far behind in the Western World. The industry made in 

1988 a turnover of 39 billion ECU. After substracting the sales made between the 

Aerospace firms of the European Community, the consolidated turnover at EC level of 

the sector amounted to 31,6 billion ECU. The production of the branch has risen (to the 

prices of 1985) to around 77,5% within ten years and thus, expanded almost faster than 

in the United States with a growth of 62,6% (4.1.1/1). 

The Aerospace industry is predominantly concentrated in the United States of America. 

The reasons for this lie, above all, in 

the large internal market for civil aircrafts. In comparison to Europe, the United 

States of America has, in addition to the advantage of a common market, only a 

relatively low developed railway network. Furthermore, the usage of aircraft is 

favoured through the far apart located industrial centres as well as the sparsely 

populated areas. 

the large defence budget. The USA has the largest domestic requirements of 

military aircrafts in the Western World. This as well as the military leading role 

of the USA have lastly led to the fact that the USA has become by far the largest 

producer of military aircraft. 
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Table 4.1.1/1 

Turnover and Employment in the Aerospace Industry 

Turnover 
consolidated, according to real alteration Eflllloyees 

nominal prices of 1985 to previous year 
EC USA EC USA EC USA EC USA 

in bi 11 ion ECU in % in 1000 

1978 9.2 24.5 16.5 70.1 -- -- 720 
1979 10.6 28.0 16.8 78.3 1.9 11.6 424 842 
1980 14.1 34.0 19.4 86.9 15.5 11.0 472 902 
1981 16.7 49.1 20.6 89.3 5.7 2.8 500 900 
1982 18.4 59.9 21.3 86.4 3.5 3.1 483 831 
1983 19.3 72.0 21.4 89.9 0.8 4.0 482 830 
1984 21.5 84.2 22.7 86.0 6.2 4.4 465 850 
1985 24.7 103.3 24.7 103.3 8.5 20.2 481 939 
1986 27.5 86.5 27.3 108.7 10.3 5.2 488 967 
1987 29.3 77.7 28.8 114.8 5.7 5.6 492 992 
1988 31.6 77.9 29.3 114.0 1.6 0.7 502 975 

1978-88 5.9 5.0 

Source: EC - DG III. 
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As the table 4.1.1/2 shows, the American aerospace industry has relinguished since 1960 

production shares to Europe and has also relnfotced tlus in tecent times to non

European countries. A de(~reasing dominance of the lJSA in the area of aerospace 

production is not to be derived from the above connection. This would~ of course, be the 

case if original or independent competitive products were hidden behind the increasing 

production shares of the other countries. The reasons for the shifting of shares could also 

be licence productions and deliveries. 

Table 4.1.1/2 

Changes in the Geographical Breakdown of World Aerospace Production from 1960 to 1987 
-in%-

1960 1964 1968 1972 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 

United States1 86.0 82.0 83.0 74.0 67.0 64.0 59.6 63.7 68.0 64.8 

Europe 11.0 14.0 12.0 20.0 25.0 27.0 31.2 26.5 21.3 24.4 
including 

France 2.6 3.7 4.0 6.2 11.3 11.2 10.8 8.8 7.6 8.0 
Great Britain 7.8 7.4 6.0 8. 7 9.4 10.6 11.9 9.6 7.6 7.9 
West Germany 0.5 1.3 1.3 3.7 4.1 4.7 4.8 4.5 3.4 4.6 

Rest of World2 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 9.8 10.4 10.8 
including 

Canada 2.0 2.3 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.0 2.4 2.5 2.1 2.3 
Japan 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.6 3.0 3.8 2.3 2.8 2.8 3.5 

1987 

62.4 

27.0 

8.2 
9.6 
5.0 

10.6 

2.6 
3.9 

fatal 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

in current$ billions 18.4 23.1 31.7 27.4 36.3 48.4 77.0 88.4 103.0 135.0 151.0 

in constant 1982 
$ b i 11 ions 59.5 70.2 84.0 58.9 57.5 67.0 89.8 88.4 95.3 117.8 127.5 

1) Excluding related products and services.- 2) Consolidated production value.- 3) Excluding China, the Soviet 
Union and the COMECON countries. 

Sources: Euroconsult•s ECOSPACE Data Base: Industrial statistics from the different countries. 
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A glance at the employment development in the European Aerospace Industry illustrates 

that the employment expanded considerably at the end of the 1970s. It decreased 

continuously till 1985 and began again to increase. With 502,000 employees in the year 

1988, the highest level of 500,000 employees reached in the year 1981 was already lightly 

surpassed. The employment development proceeded generally in the same form in the 

United States though in quite higher proportion. But in USA there are much more 

fluctuations because they adapt the third of employment to the needs of the production. 

The production comparison between USA and Europe portrays an obvious higher 

production level in the United States: While in the year 1988 an average turnover of 

around 83,000 ECU (to prices of 1985) per employee was achieved in Europe, in the 

United States, however, it was 110,000 ECU per employee. Even when structural 

differences influence the productivity standard, many factors accounted for the fact that 

the leading position of the USA over Europe resulted at least partly from a higher 

production efficiency. 

The importance of the Aerospace industry in Europe has relatively increased continuous

ly since the begin of the 1970s. Its share of the gross inland product (GIP) was 0,6% at 

first in the year 1972, and was already by 1 %in 1987. The corresponding share in the 

USA was 2,1 % and 0,25 % in Japan. 

The Aerospace is a small industry, measured on their employees and the shares of their 

real net output, however, enormous importance is generally attached to this branch. This 

resulted, above all, from two functions of the branch: 

National autarchy: In the case of crises, the Aerospace industry is supposed to 

help secure the particular defence capability of the country. The agriculture or the 

energy economy has a similar function which, in such a situation, is supposed to 

sustain the independent supply of the country. 

Industrial politicaVtechnological: The Aerospace industry is regarded as 

technological key area. This, in itself, is already portrayed on a close examination 

of the research and development expenditures (R&D Expenditures): 15 % of the 
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total turnover is allotted to R&D. No other industrial sector has a similar high 

relation. 

The European Aerospace industry occupies with 13,8 % of the total expenditures of 

industrial R&D the third place behind the electric and electronics industry as well as the 

chemical industry.1 In this industry - so the argument from industry and politics - many 

technologies are not only going to be pushed forward but the development results are 

going to be scrutinized in the practical application at a very early state. This, above all, 

is to be traced to two influences. Savings, amongst others, are fundamentally more 

pronounced by costs and output considerations in the civil area than in other branches. 

In the military area, solving of technical problems for the accomplishment of the 

"Mission" come first before the economic aspects. Because of the military terms of 

reference and the technological significance which is attached to it, there exists in the 

Aerospace industry a close relationship between government and economy in the 

respective countries. The governmental engagement is frequently buttressed with the 

higher development costs and the longer phases of advanced financing by the Aerospace 

products. 

With respect to the product areas within the Aerospace industry, these are· generally 

differentiated in "airframes", "engines", "equipment", "space" and with respect to 

utilization in "military" and "civil". The respective product areas had, at least, the 

following percentages in 1987: 

airframes 46 % 

equipment 30 % 

engines 18% 

space 6 %. 

A clear production displacement has ensued within the branch during the period 1980 

to 1987: 

1 A competitive European Aviation Industry: Memorandum of the Commission 1990, Extract, p. 
14). 
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The significance of 'he main air,rafl parts has dt uea~ed tontinuously from 54% 

of the production share in the year 1980 to 4613 % in 1987. 

The share by the er:agines decreased from 19,6 '?o to 17B % 

The irr~portance of che equipment construction has inccc&sed, amongst others, due 

to the enormous irrtportance of the electronics. The production share was 23 % 

in 1980 by the equipment and it was already 29,7 % in 1987. 

The increase of the production shate of the spaceflight production from 3,1 % to 

6,1 % is chiefly to be uaced to the boss de ro<..ke c A1 ;anc aod tht "ommc::rcial 

satelhtes.2 

The production shjfts are, above all, to be traced to the following influences: 

The airframe has a duration of twenty to thirty years. Within this period and Wlth 

respect to its equipment, the a1rcraft will, in the rule, be re-equiped and 

modernized repeatedly. 

The value share of the equipment in the aircraft increases, at least, due to the 

technical progress in the electronics and avionics. 

At least more than 60 % of the production in the European Aerospace industry are 

apportioned to the military area. In view of the increasing detente between the super 

powers and the current high demand for large civil transport aircraft, the importance of 

military production must decrease in favour of the civil production (see Table 4.1.1/3 ). 

2 Aerospace Industry, NACE 364. 



Table 4.1 1/3 

Production of the E1;,~opean Aerospace Industry according to Product· and Utilization Areas1 

· in Million ECU -

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Product Areas 
Airframes 11043 13589 15386 16295 17218 18177 18712 19480 
Engines 3998 5028 5642 5249 5829 6649 7181 7470 
Equ)pement 4710 6017 6346 7504 8195 8704 11871 12470 
Space 643 775 1046 1132 1310 1922 2186 2sao 

Uti l izatH>Il Areas 

1988 

: Mi 1 itary 14276 17834 19871 20371 22170 23562 25210 26300 
· C1Vi l ! 6118 7575 8548 9808 10382 11890 14740 15700 
i 

Total 20394 25409 28419 30179 32552 35452 39950 42000 46000 
of which· 

civi 1 1n % 30.0 29.8 30.1 32,5 31.9 33.5 36.9 37.4 

1) Non-consolidated production. 

Source: Panorama der EG-Industrie 1990, Euroconsult. 

The determining scope conditions for demand and development of both areas are 

differentiated from one another: 

In the military area, the demand is predominantly determined by the political 

situation, ie the restrictions which the budget policy of the government are 

subjected as well as the military strategy. 

In the civil aviation, the economical influence generally dominates the technical 

and political. This sequence will, of course, be changed in favour of technique 

when serious technical developments, such as the Jet aircraft take place with 

which new markets will be opened. Moreover, alterations in the scope conditions, 

such as noise protection requirements and lower direct operating costs, could also 

pose new demands on the techique and could lead to the accelerated exchange 

of old aircrafts or to their modernization. 

Because of the partly similar technical terms of references, there exists today a far

reaching agreement in the industry that only the interlacing of the three business fields-
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aviation, spaceflight and defence technique -will create the prerequisite for an economic 

conversion of the technical development. With few exceptions, the big enterprises in the 

USA, Europe and Japan are active in all important business fields of the branch (Figure 

4.1.1/1). 

Figure 4.1.1./1 

Business Fields of System Firms of the Aerospace Industry 

Military Civil Helicopter Defence Space 
Aircraft Aircraft Technique 

UTC • • • 
Boeing • • • • • 
McDonnell Douglas • • • • • 
Lockheed • • • • 
Aerospatiale, • • • • • Dassault 

British Aerospace • • • • 
Aerita lia 1) • • • • 
DASA • • • • • 
1) Alenia exists since 1990 through the fusion of Selenia and Aeritalia. 

Source: Oornier. 
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The Aerospace production takes place essentially in four countries within the European 

Community: Great Britain, France, Germany and Italy. Besides, committed countries to 

mention in this area are the Netherlands, Belgium and Spain. Measured on the total 

production, the engagement of the remaining countries of the European Community is 

of secondary importance. Sweden is still to be mentioned in this connection as a further 

European country which has her own aerospace production. The analysis of the shares 

of the countries in the periods of 1978 to 1988 portrays an enormous increase of the 

Federal Republic of Germany from 15 % to 25 %. Simultaneously, the shares of France 

decreased by 9 %-points to 31 %-points at present and Great Britain by 3 %-points to 

also 31 %-points at present. The Italian share has also risen noticeably. It increased from 

the former 6% to 9% today (see Table 4.1.1/4). 

Table 4.1.1/4 

The Shares of the Respective Countries on the Turnover of the European Aerospace Industry 
- EC = 100-

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 

Belgium 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Germany 15 20 17 16 18 18 17 18 25 24 25 
Spain 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 
France 40 38 36 35 35 36 36 35 33 31 31 
Italy 6 7 6 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Netherlands 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 
Great Britain 34 31 38 38 36 33 34 34 31 33 31 

EC 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Source: EC- DG III. 
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The European Aerospace Industry is considerably determined by sixteen big system 

enterprises (prime contractors). Th~ system enterprises distinguished themselves through 

the fact that they developed and produced in their respective competences aircrafts or 

the socalled subsystems. Because the award of contracts within the Aerospace Industry 

is often traded on the principle of 'buy national", a very central role for the entire 

European Aerospace Industry will fall towards these enterprises. 

The following Table 4.1.1./5 of the civil aircraft, helicopter and power plant production 

serves here the concretization of the aforementioned problem. It explains respectively the 

produced low number of items and gives information about the individual market volume. 

The development in the European large civil aircraft construction is, most especially, to 

be addressed in this relationship. This has strongly expanded in recent times and its 

production volume will further increase. Thus, this will enable new possibilities to be 

opened for the entire European Supply industry in the area of aviation. 

Two exceptional features of the branch, amongst others, must, of course, be considered 

by the evaluation of the BRITE!EURAM Subprogramme Aeronautics: 
. 

Enterprises below the system level have, in a very limited form, only the possibility 

to find markets with their respective product ideas. Instead, they are dependent 

on the system enterprises. This, of course, opens also production possibilities for 

the suppliers through the aircrafts and power plants produced by them, whereby 

the product to be developed or supplied must conform with the given technical 

scopes of the system manufacturer. 

The dependence of the equipment industry is still increased through the relatively 

respective low multiple variants of the produced aircrafts or power plants, the 

limited number of the system enterprises as well as the difficulty of the market 

entry. To be able to be active as producer in the area of aerospace, an enterprise 

must not only acquire the confidence of the customer, but must also be licenced 

as producer. 
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Table 4.1.1/S 

Big Enterprises of the Europan Aviation Industry 

sales 1988 employees 1988 
(ECU in millions) 

GREAT BRITAIN 
British Aerospace 5 993 87 500 
Rolls Royce 2 919 40 900 
Westland 530 9163 

FRANCE 
Aerospatiale 3 996 36 000 
Dassault 2 520 13 318 
Snecma 1 427 13 482 
Matra 996 5 586 

WEST GERMANY 
MBB 3 430 38 774 
Telefunken Systemtechnik * 1106 9 885 
Dornier 748 9 178 
MTU 695 7 787 

ITALY 
Aeritalia 1290 16 000 
Agusta 718 9 500 
Fiat Aviazione 430 4 800 

THE NETHERLANDS 
Fokker 11 809 

SPAIN 
Cas a 561 10 652 

SWEDEN 
Saab 722 7 816 

• AEG Aerospace 

Overall profitability is still/ow 

Quelle: Panorama EC-Industry 
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H one proceeds from the premise that the market controlled competition can in itself be 

realized faster in the civil area of the aeronautic industry, then the development of this 

market segment is especially of importance under the viewpoint of a competitive 

European Aviation industry. Although all larger military plans of the European Aviation 

industry are also to be executed in the scopes of countries overlapping cooperations, 

nevertheless, the division of the work piles here is still to be politically determined in a 

far higher degree than in the civil area. Lastly, it is generally to be expected that the 

significance of the international division of labour will increase. 

4.1.2 Peculiarities of the Branches and EtTect Hypotheses 

The evaluation of a promotion programme - including the BRITE/EURAM Programme 

has basically the duty to examine 

to what extent the measures of th laid down goals have been achieved; 

which intended and non-interided side effects have occured through the 

promotion; 

if the laid down assumptions of the programme are correct and 

if the programme goal and/or the adopted measures for achieving the goal are 

adequate in order to be able, if the need arises, to undertake modernization. 

Before its empirical execution, every evaluation must begin with working hypotheses. 

Firstly, this resulted from the situation of the branch to be promoted and secondly, from 

the established assumptions of the promotion. For the area of the small and medium

sized enterprises in the European Aviation industry which is to be analysed here, the 

following working hypotheses stand in the forefront: 

Financing of R&D is a central bottleneck area in the concerned enterprises. 

The enterprises are dependent on cooperations with enterprises and institutions 

which have their seats in other European countries. 
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The financial support in the R&D area helps the enterprises by the execution of 

the expensive R&D-plans and creates therewith important prerequisites in order 

to be entrusted, as cooperation partner, with the solving of specific formulated 

questions in the scopes of bigger projects. 

The entry into a cooperation creates good prerequisites for the further 

engagement in the aviation area. 

Through the promotion conditioned stronger engagement in technological 

superior areas of the aviation, the enterprises receive a supply of knowledge 

which will generally contribute to the improvement of the technological 

competitiveness of the enterprises. 

Through the promotion programme, the cooperation within Europe will be 

promoted beyond the boundaries and will enhance the fusing together of the 

national markets into a European domestic market. 

The market entry barriers are very high for small enterprises in the aviation 

industry. This is especially valid for enterprises of the "Small Member States". 

The reasons for this are, amongst others, to be seen in 

o the low number of the final products for which the system firms, in the 

rule, are responsible; 

o the relatively easy comprehensible market with already traditional business 

relationships; 

o the higher security demands on the products which especially make a 

registration as aviation producer necessary; 

o the risk of product insurance by simultaneous higher development costs 

and relatively lower produced items; 

o the dependence of the policy of the system and subsystem industry which 

opens not only its product policy but also its preparedness for the division 

of labour of the activity field for the small enterprises of the European 

Aviation industry. 

In the scopes of this analysis, the contents of the surveys to be executed were laid down 

on the basis of the acquired characteristics of the branches as well as the effect 
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hypotheses that resulted thereof. With respect to the enterprises of the "Small Member 

States", the question of their comparative advantage and the possibility to produce 

through the measures of the European Community and the scope condi1ions which 

allowed them a stronger engagement in the European Aviation was thereby of special 

interest. 

To push forward the European industry towards the common market and to strengthen 

it in its international competitiveness and thereby integrate also countries, which have no 

individual system industries at their disposal into the European Aviation industry should 

be the duty of the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme Aeronautics. As the Ioc cit already 

portrayed, this was also a reason to question enterprises from Ireland and Denmark in 

the scopes of this project. 
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The .Programme 

BRITE/EURAM is a European Community programme of support for collaborative 

1ndustrial research which has been proposed by the Commission for the years 1989-1992. 

It builds on the activities of two previously separate programmes covering research in 

industrial technologies (BRITE) and in advanced materials (EURAM). The Council of 

Ministers approved, on 14th of March, 1989, the BRITE!EURAM programme including 

the following five areas of activities (see CEC 1989): 

Advanced Materials Technologies 

Design Methodology and Assurance for Products and Processes 

Application of Manufacturing Technologies 

Technologies for Manufacturing Processes 

Specific Activities relating to Aeronautics. 

The last area covers precompetitive civil research in technological areas which are of 

primary relevance to aeronautics- both fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft - and which 

are not covered in other programme areas. A budget of 35 million ECU is allocated for 

specific activities relating to aeronautics. This was a three year programme which was 

started in 1989. The prime objective of the Aeronautical programme is to ensue the 

continued competitiveness of the European aeronautical industries in world markets. It 

aims to achieve this objective by encouraging these industries to undertake common 

measures to tackle commonly-recognised issues by fostering increased cooperation in 

research and technology activities, concentrated on key technology areas. Through this 

programme, the Commission supports, on a shared cost basis, European industrial R&D 

on the promise of new projects to be undertaken in a framework of international 

cooperation within the European Community and, under certain special conditions, the 

EFT A countries. It promotes collaboration in strategic industrial research between 

industrial firms and complementary centres of expertise in industry, universities and 

research institutes. 
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The aeronautical programme will also encourage transfer of technology between 

industrial sectors including small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) which need to 

exploit new technologies to improve their performance. 

The Aeronautical programme is open to all industrial enterprises, research institutes, 

universities and other interested organisations within the European Community and, 

under special conditions, within EFf A countries. Organisations participating do so under 

research contracts with the Commission of the European Communities, normally on a 

cost-shared basis. Participating organisations will be engaged in one of the two main types 

of cost-shared projects; an industry-led project of industrial applied research or a project 

of focused fundamental research led by a university, research institute or similar 

institution, but with industrial endorsement. 

The Commission and the European Aeronautic Industry are afraid that Europe could 

suffer subsidization conditioned competitive losses through the American and Japanese 

Research and Development programmes. During 1986, the Commission arranged to seek 

that the industry's views on whether an initiative to help redress the imbalance in 

research activity at community level would be welcomed by the industry and, if so, on 

what priority themes it should be focused. 

In 1987 and 1988, the Commission sponsored a study by representatives of the major 

airframe manufacturers, the EUROMART study, which identified areas of research 

which were considered to be critical to the future competitiveness of the industry in world 

markets. This study also proposed a range of priority topics for research projects within 

these areas. These were refined in a series of seminars and workshops, held during 1988, 

which involved experts from a wider section of the aeronautic industry and from 

universities and relevant research organisations within the European Community. In 

addition, separate reports, conveying views on the content of a European research 

programme in aeronautics, were submitted to the Commission in 1988 by representative 

groups of the European aero-engine manufacturers and the European aerospace 

equipment manufacturers and system suppliers. 
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The workprogramme for the Aeronautics research activities aims to achieve a balance 

between the financial support available and the perceived needs of the aeronautic 

industry. The topics and workpackages included in the two year programme are uniquely 

aeronautics related and have been selected from those defined in consultation with the 

aeronautic community as described above. The main milestones of the current 

programme are: 

16th December 1988 

14th March 1989 

23rd March 1989 

9th June 1989 

19th-28th June 1989 

17th July 1989 -
12th September 1989 

September to December 1989 

1st December 1989 

Council's Common Position on BRITE/EURAM 

Including Area 5 Aeronautics 

Council Decision on BRITE/EURAM Including Area 
5 Aeronautics 

Formal Call for Proposals 

Deadline for Area 5 Aeronautics Proposals 

Evaluation by Experts on Proposals Received 

Agreement to the Lists of Selected Proposals by 
Aeronauticai Management Committee 

Contract Negotiations 

First Project Started (24 Month Duration) 

The specific activities relating to aeronautics, as approved by the Council, cover: 

aerodynamics 

acoustics 

airborne systems and equipment 

propulsion systems 

The technical objectives of the work envisaged on these activities is given in outline in 

Fig. 4.2/1, and are documented in the workprogramme of lOth March, 1989 (see CEC 

1989). 

The important field of computation is not separately represented but aspects of 

computation are included in each of the four specific activities. This workprogramme 

should encourage software development with the long-term view of having computer 

codes which are available to any company in the European aircraft industry. The 
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existence of compatible software would reinforce European cooperation and make an 

important contribution to standardisation, which is an essential prerequisite for future 

competitiveness. 

Knowledge transfer is seen as an important and beneficial aspect. On specific 

applications, this will involve the close interaction and collaboration of the scientists 

involved. Community-wide knowledge transfer will involve interaction with researchers 

from government, industry and academic institutions in order to enhance research effort 

and increase efficiency. 
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Figure 4.2/1: Specific Activities Relating to Aeronautics 

1. AERODYNAMICS 

Analysis and optimisation of configurations of supersonic aircraft, including 

an estimation of aerothermodynamic heat loads; 

Investigation of laminar flow technology; 

Development of numerical methods; 

Integration of computerized design technologies; 

2. ACOUSTICS 

Noise source identification, prediction and reduction; 

Basic investigation of acoustic fatigue and related damage tolerance of 

advanced composites; 

Investigation of different construction methods; 

Development and application of simulation models for response calcula

tions under selected acoustic loads. 

3. AIRBORNE SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

Integration and operation of modem systems and equipment and 

corresponding new architectures; 

Investigations concerning the use of onboard intelligent knowledge based 

systems (IIlliS); 

Investigations into the concept of the "All Electric Aircraft" .. 

4. PROPULSION SYSTEMS 

Integration of advanced propellers arid propeller-rotor systems. 

Provision of mathematical models for different design evaluathJn: 

Specification and design of wind tunnel models and tnt!iJ l:utnp•Jne•lts; 

Specific aspects of air-breathing engine comustion. 

Source: CEC 1989 
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4.3 Status of the Programme as at June 1991 

A Call for Expressions of Interest was issued on 9th February 1989 and more than 400 

replies were received by April 1989 coming from all Member States, Norway, Sweden, 

Switzerland and even South Korea. 

The corresponding workprogramme dated lOth March 1989, was issued after the Call for 

Proposals has been published, 23rd March 1989, together with the Information Package 

whkh gave details on how to present a proposal to the Commission. 

Two types of activities were available for support by the Commission on a cost-shared 

basis: 

Typel 

Type2 

projects for industrial applied reseat ch 

projects for focused fundamental research 

The former. generally larger projects (1 million ECU minimum) had to be presented by 

at least two industrial companies from two different member-states, the latter, generally 

smaller projects (usually 0.5 MECU of total cost) had to be presented by at least two 

universities or research establishments of two different member-states, endorsed by at 

least two aeronautic companies. 

The costs were to be supported by the Commission, up to 50 % of total cost in the case 

of industrial or non-universitary organizations, up to 100 % of marginal cost for 

aniver sities. 

The dosing date for submission of proposals was 9th June 1989, 112 proposals were 

received (see Annexes 1 and 2) from all member states except Luxembourg, plus Norway, 

Sweden and Switzerland, and from all types of organisations: large aeronautic and non

aeronautic companies, small and medium enterprises, research centres and universities 

(see Figure 4.3/1 ). 
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Figure 4.3/1 

Programme Stattstt<'" 

More than 400 Expressions of Interest 

112 Received Proposals 

o 96 Industrial Applied Research (Type 1) 

o 16 Focus Fundamental Research (Type 2) 

28 Selected Projects 

o 23 Industrial Applied Research 

o 5 Focus Fundamental Research 

35 Mio ECU EC-Funding Budget for Two Years 

The 112 initial proposals had been submittec1 by 47 different coordinators including: 

32 industrial companies 

3 research centres 

12 universities 

The 28 projects se!ected are led by 17 different coordinators including: 

13 aeronautic companies 

2 research centres (VKI and ONERA) 

2 Greek universities (Athens and Thessaloniki) 

Large aeronautic companies appear in 25 out of 28 projects (and endorse the 3 

additional type 2 projects). Universities also appear in 25 (not exactly the same ones) out 

of the 28 projects. The non-university research centres appear in 20, SMEs in 15 and 

large non-aeronautic companies in 5 out of the 28 projects (see Table 4.3/1, 4.3/2 and 

Figure 4.3/2). 
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Figure 4.3/3 

Contract Volume by Segments 

Helicopter Manufacturers 

Equipment Suppliers 

Small/Medium Enterprises 
'-1 

Large Non-Aero Compan1 

N.U. Research Centers 

Universities 

DIW '90 

Source: Commiss1on of the European Communities: The Community R & T Activities in Aeronaut1cs. 1990 
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In terms of Commission funding, the focussed fundamental research represents onlv 

6,5 % (instead of 7 to 10 % which was the initial target of the Council of Ministers 

decision). It was noticed by the evaluators that the type 2 proposals were in general not 

of the same quality and the same relevance as those of type 1. However, the funding of 

universities is 20 % of the total Commission budget. 

The Commission funding of the various segments is given in Figure 4.3/3. However, these 

figures do not presently take into account the subcontracts that industry will pass on to 

the national research centres. 

The various topics and subtopics which are covered in the selected projects are gathered 

into their relevant groups and presented in Table 4.3/3, as well as the corresponding 

allocations of Commission funding. 

Status of the programme as of June 1991: 

All retained projects have been negotiated, the technical content, the participants 

and the funding are settled, and very little money (about 200 kECU) is left for 

contingency. 

The contracts related to 13 projects have been signed, amount of Commission 

funding is 18,173 kECU. 

The advance payments (about 60 % of the Commission contribution) has been 

made for those 13 projects, which amounts to 10,927 kECU. 

One project ( 1004, investigation of laminar flow control) started on 1st December 

1989, 10 projects could start as of 1st January 1990. It is expected that the 

Commission will agree a start date of 1st February or 1st March 1990 for the rest 

of the projects. 
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Table 4.3/3 

Distribution of CEC Funding by Topics 

Aerodynamics 

Supersonic flow phenomena 

Laminar flow technology 

CFD for helicopters 

CFD for aircraft 

Acoustics 

Interior noise of aircraft 
1 

Exterior noise of helicopters 

Acoustic fatigue/damage tolerance 

Airborne Equipment and Systems 

Integration and operation of modern 

systems and equipment 

Health and usage monitoring of helicopters 

All electric aircraft 

Propulsion Systems 

Integration of advanced propulsion systems 

Computational FD for propulsion components 

Modelling of bearing lubrication 

Specific aspects of air-breathing engines 

Total 

1) Include 150 KECU for interior noise of helicopters. 

4.4% 

14.7% 

7.2% 

15.2% 

5.0% 

4.8% 

4.2% 

15.1% 

2.4% 

5.9% 

7.2% 

4.8% 

2.2% 

6.9% 

100% 

KECU KECU 

14,377 

1,522 

5,074 

2,480 

5,301 

4,899 

1,745 

1,695 

1,459 

8,148 

5,260 

,834 

2,054 

7,333 

2,507 

1,654 

778 

2,394 

34,757 

Source: Commission of the European Communities, BRITE/EURAM Area 5, Progress Report; DIW. 
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S. Empirical Results of the Pilot Phase 

5.1 Conception of the Survey 

The Aviation industry - as was stated under 4.1 - is an industrial sector with many 

peculiarities which traditionally succumbed in greater extent to dire.ct and indirect 

exertion of government influence. The evaluation of one of the established promotion 

programmes for this industry, such as the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme "Aeronautics" 

portrayed, could though be executed with the already described methodological concepti

ons, the question formulations by the surveys of the enterprises as well as the inter

pretation of the answers must take into account the peculiarities of the branch. 

Applicable, most especially, to the participating small and medium-sized enterprises in 

this industry was that they could actually gain a market entry only through a division of 

labour cooperation with bigger enterprises of this branch. 

In the scopes of the Euromart Study, technology fields in which the European Aviation 

industry saw research requirement were located in view of their improved competitiven

ess. It was not the duty of this study to place into question these results. Flr~t of all; the 

necessary technical know-how for their processing were hereto n1issing. Secondly, 

industries and enterprises were questioned here and there so that a review of the 

Euromart Study was not possible even from the standpoint of the ntethodological 

application. The duty of the here executed surveys was to find out wbJ!.:h effects hdd 

resulted from the BRITE/EURAM Subprogramme Aeronautics and to check whether 

the here applied instruments were suitable for such evaluatJon. 

Enterprises in Ireland, Denmark and the Federal Republic ofGe.rman~ w'tt'e questi•)ned 

The previously pursued concept to be executed in al1 these countries whi,::h were rn-1inly 

case studies had to be dropped due to diverse difficulties by the .l;>pu;.,~ ... ,ent c,JnrJiPa

tion. Hence, 12 enterprises were writtenly questioned after telephoPe c- )11\l~r;.;.:tt if)•l F~qm 

these enterprises, 5 had their seat in Ireland, 2 in De11m,H~ ~.,d ) ir1 1~v~ F·::·l~· 11 

Republic of Germany. 



I 
I 

I 
'I 
lj 

The suitability of the evaluation method of written and oral survey under the applicatiou 

of the control group concept, above all, is supposed to be examined with this survey. This 

applies, of course, only if this happened on the basis of a concrete programme 

evaluation. For the programme Aeronautics, this survey is tantamount to a Pre-test in 

which the hypotheses and question formulations are to be tested in order to be followed 

with the construction of a broadly written survey. 

The former concept in which only enterprises with less than 500 employees were 

supposed to be included in the inquiry was watered down in favour of including also 

some bigger enterprises of the Equipment industry. This was most especially necessary 

for two case studies in the equipment enterprises in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Thus it was possible to receive also information from bigg~r equipment enterprises about: 

the division of labour of the Equipment industry with the System industry; 

the necessary scale of an enterprise in order to be competitive in the branch; 

the dependence of the equipment industry on the national aviation programme 

and the possibilities to gain a foothold on the international market; 

the cooperation possibilities and forms between bigger and smaller enterprises of 

the equipment industry- parrly beyond the national boundaries; 

the importance of the BRITE/EURAM Subprogramme Aeronautics for these 

enterprises in vtew of their international cotnpetitive position. 

Throt~gh the selection undertaken by the survey of 

count nes wilh or without System industry, 

BRlTE/EURAM Subprogran1n1e Aeronautics part~c1pants and non-participants 

as weB as 

the scale of th~ enterprise, 

~H1}:.h)nant prerequisites were supposed to be created in urder to be able to portray 

~urrespondingly the manner of the effect differentiation of the pron1otion progratnme. 

By the written survey, the folJowing topic cycles were addressed; 
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General information about the enterprises such as turnover and share of 

aeronautic production as well as the corresponding R&D expenditures. 

The most important fields of sales or production areas. 

Patents and national promotion programmes. 

The importance of the national economic and industrial policy for the activities 

in the area of the Aeronautic Industry. 

The most important problem fields in the business area Aeronautics. 

Market expectations. 

The significance of the BRITE/EURAM Subprogramme with questions about 

o the promoted project and its importance for the entire enterprise; 

o how the enterprises had heard about the programme; 

o the role of the enterprises within the cooperation; 

o the expected effects that had resulted from the presently promoted project; 

o problems with the promotion and wishes for an improved form of the 

programme. 

R&D cooperation behaviours, difficulties and necessary improvements; 

the role of the EC for the design of better scope conditions for R&D coo

perations. 
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5.2 Results of the Survey 

5.2.1 Written Survey 

It is to be considered by the interpretation of the findings that the number of the 

enterprises is very small. Hence, they have, above all, an example of the nature of some 

of the information obtained and how this can be interpreted. A sound description of the 

reality would have necessitated the survey of a larger number of enterprises. 

The surveyed enterprises had their most important customers in Europe. The German 

as well as the enterprises of the Small Member States (SMS) in Denmark and Ireland 

supplied enterprises of the airframe, engine and supply industries. It was hereby 

noticeable that the share of the enterprises which predominantly supplied the Supply 

industry is clearly more by the enterprises of the Small Member States than those in 

Germany. In contrast, the American market played practically no role for the questioned 

enterprises (see Table 5.2.1/1). 

Table 5.2.111 

The Enterprise Characterizing Questions 
- Number of Answers -

Ger I SMS 

Question: Who are the main customers in 
the field of aeronautics? 

airframe industry 5 2 
us 1 1 
Europe 5 1 

engine industry 3 2 
us 0 0 
Europe 3 2 

supply industry 2 4 
us 0 0 
Europe 2 4 

* n = 12 
Germany (Ger) = 5 
Small Member States (SMS) = 7 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic 
Effects of R&D - Small and Medium Sized 
Firms in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme 
Aeronautics", 1990: DIW. 
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The majority of the surveyed enterprises found themselves economically dependent on 

their customers. There existed for three of the five German enterprises beyond 

economical also a technical dependence (see Table 5.2.1/2). 

Table 5.21/2 

The Enterprise Characterizing Questions 
- Number of Answers · 

Ger I SMS 

Question: In which respect is the 
firm dependent on the customers? 

legally 
technically 
economically 
others 

* n = 12 
Germany (Ger) = 5 

1 
3 
5 
0 

Small Member States (SMS) = 7 

0 
0 
5 
1 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Eco
nomic Effects of R&D - Small and 
Medium Sized Firms in the BRITE/ 
EURAM-Subprogramme Aeronautics", 
1990: DIW. 
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To what extent the enterprises participated both on the military as well as the civil 

demand pnrt r·ayed itself from the fact that the products from four German and three 

enterprises from the Small Member States were used both in the military as well as the 

civil area. Products lrom four enterprises of the Small Member States and only from one 

German enterprise found exclusively civil utilization. This illustrated the great importance 

of the military demand for the industry in the Federal Republic of Germany for the 

national aeronautic HJdustry. This also may partly be correct for the Danish indsutry, but 

not for the irish industry (see Table 5.2.1/3). 

Tabie 5.2.1/3 

The Enterprise Characterizing Questions 
- Number of Answers -

Ger I SHS 

Question: Where are the aeronautic 
products used? 

only military sector 0 
only civilian sector 1 
both sectors 4 
others 0 

• n = 12 
Germany (Ger) = 5 
Small Member States (SMS) = 7 

0 
4 
3 
0 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic 
Effects of R&D- Small and Medi•Jm Sized 
~1rms in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme 
Aero~autics", 1990; DIW. 
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It was interesting to see that all the surveyed German Equipment enterprises had patents 

and three realized also earnings from these patents. In contrast to the German 

enterprises, only two of the eight enterprises of the Small Member States had their own 

patents. Only one enterprise realized patent earnings. In a branch in which technology 

plays such a central role, the lower number of the patent owned by the Small Member 

States was, of course, a pointer to the fact that these states were working predominantly 

in technological but less sophisticated fields (see Table 5.2.1/4). 

Table 5.2.1/4 

The Enterprise Characterizing Questions 
- Number of Answers -

Ger 

Question: Does the fil"'l 

use patents in the field of aeronautics? 3 
hold patents in the field of aeronautics? 5 
pay royalities for licenses? 4 
earn royalities from licenses? 3 

* n = 12 
Germany (Ger) • 5 
Small Member States (SMS) = 7 

I SMS 

1 

2 

0 

1 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D- Small 
and Medium Sized Firms in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme Aero-
nautics", 1990: DIW. 
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Up to date, all the German enterprises and only two of the seven enterprises of the other 

group had received aids from national programmes. Two or three enterprises would like 

to request grant from the European Community. The higher share of the German 

enterprises on governmental technology programmes could be traced to two influencing 

factors: firstly, there was no existing promotion programme in Ireland or Denmark which 

corresponded to the German. Secondly, the technological organization of the surveyed 

enterprises in the Small Member States was not sophisticated enough in order to be able 

to take advantage of technological programmes. This illustrated also the fact that only 

relatively few enterprises had their own patents (see Table 5.2.1/5). 

Table 5.2.1/5 

The Enterprise Characterizing Questions 
- Number of Answers -

Question: Does the fina receive RID funding 
ff'OIII 

national programmes? 
EC programmes? 

5 
3 

2 
2 

Question: Is the funding paid for aeronautic 
activities? 

yes 
no 

* n .. 12 
Germany (Ger) • 5 
Small Member States (SHS) • 7 

4 
1 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic 
Effects of R&D - Small and Medium Sized 
Firms in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme 
Aeronautics", 1990: DIW. 
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The different position of the enterprises of both groups in the supplier hierarchy and the 

significance of governmental economic policy showed also the structure of the answers 

to the next question: While support for the German enterprises in the areas of 

development and research was especially important, the enterprises of the Small Member 

States emphasized the prime importance of governmental support by the initiation of 

cooperations or production helps. This must be related to the missing System industry in 

these countries (see Table 5.2.1/6). 

Table 5.2.1/6 

The Enterprise Characterizing Questions 
- Number of Answers -

GeriSIIS Ger'SIIS Ger I SIIS 

Question: How i111p0rtant is the national governEnt policy for the fir11's 
aeronautics business? 

very in.,ortant iq>Ortant less ilrportant 

production 0 0 3 2 2 2 
development 4 1 1 1 0 1 
research 3 1 0 1 2 1 
cooperation 1 3 2 0 2 1 
others 0 2 0 3 0 0 

* n • 12 
Germany (Ger) • 5 
Small Member States (SMS) • 7 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D - Small and Medium 
Sized Firms in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme Aeronautics", 1990: DIW. 
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The majority of the interviewed enterprises have the same opinion about the future of 

the market development. Generally, a decline of the military and an increase of the 

civilian demand are to be expected. In this regard, the enterprises are obviously staking 

out stronger on the European than on the American market. In view of the present 

orientation of many enterprises towards the military market, the expected alteration in 

the demand structure must have consequences for the fuiure production programme of 

the enterprises. In this context, the German enterprises were obviously more affected 

than the Irish enterprises (see Table 5.2.1(1). 

Table 5.2.1f1 

The Enterprise Characterizing Questions 
- Number of Answers -

Ger I SMS Ger I SMS Ger I SMS 

Question: What are the expectations in •rket developEnt within the next 15 years? 

increasing stagnating decreasing 

military market 0 0 0 0 5 4 
civilian market 4 7 1 0 0 0 

European market 5 7 0 0 0 0 
world market 

US market 2 3 3 2 0 0 

other world market 5 5 0 0 0 0 

* n • 12 
Germany (Ger) • 5 
Sma 11 Henner States (SMS) • 7 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D - Small and Medium Sized Firms 
in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme Aeronautics", 1990: DIW. 
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The question about the main difficulties was supposed to give more information about 

the present situation of the enterprises and possible stages for governmental assistances. 

It showed hereby that the enterprises of the Small Member States saw the main 

disadvantage in the missing System industry. The higher market entry barriers which was 

mentioned in the second place, must as well be seen in this relationship. Enterprises of 

both groups saw a greater problem in the dependence on demander. This could not be 

surprising because, as alerady stated, the Equipment industry could only develope their 

products in close coordination with the System or Subsystem industry. In contrast to the 

Automobile industry where there were still numerous chances through the space parts 

market for a relatively independent product and price policy, these possibilities were 

hardly given in the Equipment industry (Table 5.2.1/8). 
Table 5.2.1/8 

The Enterprise Characterizing Questions 
- Number of Answers -

()lestion: Which •in Probl..s is facing your fir. in the 
aeronautic Ius iness7 

dependence on the demanding firm 4 3 

the small national market 3 0 

the sma 11 European market 2 0 

big firms have better R&D-
and production conditions 2 2 

inappropiate frame conditions 
(eg. norms/standards) 0 0 

internal problems (qualified 
personnel, financing etc.) 0 0 

high market entrance barriers 3 4 

as a result of a "buy national" policy 2 2 

resulting from difficulties in 
getting certification 2 1 

the country has no own aeronautic 
system indus try 2 6 

others 2 0 

* n • 12 
Germany (Ger) • 5 
Small Member States (SMS) • 7 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D -
Sma 11 and Medium Sized Firms in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogranne 
Aeronautics", 1990; DIW. 
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The questions about the importance of the promoted project and the status of the 

BRITE/EURAM Programme were only addressed to the enterprises which had 

participated on the promotion. These were three German and three enterprises of the 

group Small Member States. Hereto belong two Irish and one Danish 'enterprises. 

A technical and a lower economical relevance was, above all, attached to the programme. 

The enterprises were relatively satisfied with the programme preparation and the "call 

for tenders". It was interesting to see that the cooperation of the German enterprises was, 

in essence, a continuation of the already existing cooperation relationships, while the 

enterprises of the Small Member States were requested to participate on their own in the 

cooperation or this came about from their respective cooperation efforts (Table 5.2.1/9). 
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Table 5.2.1/9 

Questions only for Participants 
- Number of Answers - , 

Ger I SitS 

Question: Please explain project's relevance for the fh .. 

more technically 
more economically 

3 
0 

Question: Was the project already plarmed before 

first annoucement of Community programme 
its legal approvement 
its call for proposal 

1 
0 
2 

Question: How did the fil'll learn of the existence of the 
progra.E and its context? 

from other cooperation partners 
from the EC 
other informations 

1 
1 
1 

Question: Was the call for tenders sufficiently explicit 
with the regard to the field of interest? 

yes, it was sufficiently 
no, it was not sufficiently enough 

3 
0 

Question: How did the fil'll find its cooperation partner? 

from previous cooperation 3 

the firm was asked py another partner 
to cooperate 0 
the cooperation is a result of a 
traditional partnership 2 
result of Commission suggestions 0 
through their activities 1 
other reasons 2 

* n • 6 
Germany (Ger) • 3 
Sma 11 Ment»er States (SMS) • 3 

2 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

2 
0 

0 

2 

0 
0 
1 
0 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D -
Small and Medium Sized Firms in the BRITE/EURAH-Subprogramme 
Aeronautics", 1990: DIW. 
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Relatively equal was the assessment of the importance of the programme in both groups 

as regards the strategy of the firms. It served predominantly the assistance of the general 

strategy and had - also for the research strategy - a rather subordinated significance. This 

result would, however, be qualified roughly by the case studies. Personnel employments 

in the scopes of the promoted project was undertaken only by one enterprise in each of 

the respective group (Table 5.2.1/10). 

Table 5.2.1/10 

Questions only for Participants 
- Number of Answers -

Ger I SMS 

Question: Does the aeronautic project application hold a 
aarginal or a significant place in the general (research) 
strategy of the fir.? 

general strategy 3 3 
significant place 1 0 
marginal place 2 3 

research strategy 3 3 
significant place 2 1 
marginal place 1 2 

Question: What are the i11plications of the application for 
your means of research resources? 

Staff 2 3 
research impacts in the existing teams 1 2 
new researchers 1 1 

* n • 6 
Germany (Ger) • 3 
Small Member States (SMS) • 3 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D -
Small and Medium Sized Firms in the BRITE/EURAH-Subprogramme 
Aeronautics", 1990: DIW. 
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aearly different was the role of the enterprises within the cooperation: While the 

German enterprises had a rather developing function inside the cooperation, the 

enterprises of the other group executed clearly defined, ie, predicated terms of reference 

(Table 5.2.1/11). 

Table 5.2.1/11 

Questions only for Partidpants 
- Number of Answers -

Ger I SHS 

Question: What was the fin.'s specific role within the cooperation 

producer and/or performer of R&D on the 
basis of a given specification (subcontractor) 

complementary partner for special problems 

contributor to project design and specification 

leading partner, coordinator 

* n • 6 
Germany ( Ger) • 3 
Small Member States (SMS) • 3 

0 

1 

1 

1 

3 

0 

0 

0 

Source: Survey wEvaluation of Economic Effects of R&D - Small and 
Medium Sized Firms in the BRITE/EURAH-Subprogramme Aeronautics", 
1990: DIW. 
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The stronger technological orientation of the German enterprises was portrayed therein 

that they expected an improvement of their competitive position and would want to close 

the technological gap through the project, while the enterprises in Ireland and Denmark 

were, above all, interested in the continuation of the business relationship (Table 

5.2.1/12). 

Table 5.2.1/12 

Quesdons only for Partidpants 
- Number of Answers -

Ger I SMS 

Question: What are the Ein strategic ai• due to this 
project: 

filling technology gaps 2 0 

continuation and/or amplification of 
business 1 3 

ensuring competitive advantage 3 1 

keeping up with the state of the art 1 1 

others 0 0 

* n • 6 
Germany (Ger) • 3 
Small Member States (SMS) • 3 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D -
Small and Medium Sized Firms in the BRITE/EURAM-Sub-
programme Aeronautics", 1990: OIW. 
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The spectrum of the answers to the question of the expected effects of the project was 

very differentiated. While the development of new fields of responsibilities and 

substitutions, above all, stood in the forefront by the German enterprises, besides new 

fields of responsibilities, improvements in the product quality and the expectation from 

spin-off-effects were well-pronounced by the other group (Table 5.2.1/13). 

Table 5.2.1113 

Questions only for Partidpants 
- Number of Answers -

Ger I 
Question: What does the fi,. expect fro. this 
project on the operational level: 

quality improvements 0 
cost reductions 1 
new applications 2 
better product performance 1 
substitution 2 
spill-over effects to other 
research activities of the firm 1 
patents, codes (eg. non 
patentable software) 1 
others 0 

* n • 6 
Germany (Ger) • 3 
Small Member States (SMS) • 3 

SMS 

2 
0 
2 
1 
0 

2 

0 
1 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of 
R&D- Small and Medium Sized Firms in the BRITE/ 
EURAM-Subprogramme Aeronautics", 1990; DIW. 
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When questioned about the yields of the trans-national cooperation, the German 

enterprises presented very clear results. They expected a continuation of the relationship 

in the cooperation. Furthermore, they attached thereby great importance to the Be
Activities. The · situation was different in the group of the enterprises in the Small 

Member States. 
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Table 5.2.1/14 

Questions only for Participants 
- Number of Answers -

Ger I SIIS 

Question: Does the fh .. expect specific benefits f.,. the 
transnationa 1 cooperation engendered by the aeronautic project? 

no specific benefits 

cost reduction 

learning effects due to technical 
knowledge, thinking and planning in 
international dimensions, language etc. 

initiation and enforcement of existing 
relations between the cooperating partners, 
establishment of scientific community 
and working relations (contacts, networks) 

the project could only be realized 
on an EC-level and is initiated mainly 
by the EC-programme 

spreading knowledge of the company's 
capabilities to potential customers 
in other countries 

learning of the existence of useful skills/ 
potentia 1 partners in other countries 

others 

Question: Does the fint continue the cooperation 

in this field? 
in other fields? 

Question: Does the fint use the project 

as a way to become a competent partner 
for international cooperations? 
for finding new customers? 

* n • 6 
Germany (Ger) • 3 
Small ~r States (SMS) • 3 

0 

1 

1 

3 

2 

1 

1 

0 

3 
2 

2 
0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

2 

1 

0 

0 
1 

1 
1 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D - Small 
and Medium Sized Firms in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme Aero
nautics•, 1990: DIW. 
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The surveyed enterprises were satisfied with the assistance of the EC-Administration. 

This was valid, above all, for the information and - though mostly for the German 

enterprises - for the advisory support. It is to be noted in this relationship that the EC 

had organized conferences in the Small Member States in which the national aviation 

industry was able to present itself and was informed through the EC-Programme (Table 

5.2.1/15). 

Table 5.2.1/15 

Questions only for Participants 
• Number of Answers • 

Ger 

Answers to the progr- profile: 

The topics are of primary interest 2 
The application delay is too long 0 
Significant contribution 
from the Commission's staff 3 

information 3 
advice 3 
finding cooperation partners 0 
others 1 

* n • 6 
Germany ( Ger) • 3 
Small Member States (SHS) • 3 

I SMS 

1 
0 

3 
3 
1 
1 
0 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D -
Small and Medium Sized Firms in the BRITE/EURAH-Sub-
programme Aeronautics", 1990: DIW. 
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"Main Problems and Proposals for Improvements" were differentiated according to 

enterprises in Germany, the Small Member States and non-programme participants in 

the complex questions. To know, through the application of the control-group-concept, 

whether the enterprises in the respective groups had different problem situations and 

where they saw signs for the improvement of their situation were the goals of this 

broaden differentiation. 

Answers from five German and seven enterprises from the Small Member States were 

available to these complex questions. Six from twelve enterprises had not participated in 

the promotion programme. 

The first question was supposed to give information about the present cooperation 

behaviours of the enterprises: almost all the enterprises had cooperated with industrial 

partners in the area of Research and Development (R&D). However, the German 

enterprises as well as the enterprises whic~ participated in the promotion programme had 

obviously diverse cooperation relationships. This was especially conspicuous by 

cooperation with Universities and Research establishments. This was also valid with 

respect to the cooperation with big enterprises and enterprises from the area of the small 

and medium-sized firms (Table 5.2.1/16). 

Table 5.2.1/16 

Questions to Partidpants and Noa-Partieipants 
- Number of Answers -

Ger SMS all 

Question: Dtd the ftl'll cooperate tn RID •tnly wttb 

industria 1 partners 5 5 10 
large firms 3 5 8 
small and medium sized firms 4 0 4 

universities, research institutes 5 1 6 

* n • 12 
Germany (Ger) • 5 
Small Member States (SMS) • 7 

non-
participants 

5 
3 
2 

2 

Source: Survey •Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D ~ Small and Medium 
Sized Firms in the BRlTE/EURAM-Subprogrume Aeronautics•, 1990; DJW. 
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The question about the cooperation difficulties in the area of research produced no clear 

results. This was also the case both in respect of the predicated range of difficulties as 

well as also for the control-group comparison (Table 5.2.1/17). 

Table 5.2.1/17 

Questions to Participants and Non-Participants 
- Number of Answers -

Ger SMS all 
non-

participants 

Question: Has the fil'll encountered specific difficulties in dealing with the 
research partners. due to 

management 2 0 2 1 
sharing of expertise 2 1 3 2 
language 1 0 1 1 
cornrunication 1 0 1 0 
research programming or coordination 2 0 2 1 
anticipated sharing in results 2 1 3 2 
others 1 1 2 2 

* n • 12 
Germany (Ger) • 5 
Small Member States (SMS) • 7 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D - Small and Medium Sized 
Firms in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme Aeronautics". 1990; DIW. 
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The greatest external problem for the R&D activity resulted from the difficulties of the 

market entry, the financing as well as the personnel qualification. Nonetheless, there 

existed here practically no difference in the reply structures between the programme 

participants and non-participants (Table 5.2.1/18). 

Table 5.2.1/18 

Questions to Participants and Non-Partidpants 
- Number of Answers -

Ger SMS all 
non-

participants 

Question: Which general probleiiS are facing the fh .. perfOI'IIing RIO inter-
nationally in the field of aeronautics, due to specific probleiiS of SIEs? 

external problems 
narket entry 4 3 7 4 
finding cooperation partners 2 0 2 1 
norms/standards 0 1 1 1 
other inappropiate frame conditions 2 0 2 0 

internal problems 
qualified personnel 3 1 4 2 
financing 5 2 7 4 
others 0 0 0 0 

* n • 12 
Germany (Ger) • 5 
Small Member States (SMS) • 7 

Source: Survey •Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D - Small and Medium Sized 
Firms in the BRITE/EURAH-Subprogramme Aeronautics•, 1990: DIW. 
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Improvements of the scope conditions, above all, were expected from the national 

governments and were even more frequently expected from the programme participants 

than from the non-participants. But all the same, three of the twelve surveyed enterprises 

were of the view that improvements from the EC were necessary (Table 5.2.1/19). 

Table 5.2.1/19 

Questions to Participants and Non-Participants 
-Number of Answers-

Ger SMS all 

Question: In which sector main i~rovements are to be done? 

industry 2 1 3 
national bodies 3 2 5 

EC, other international agencies 1 2 3 
none 1 2 3 

* n = 12 
Germany (Ger) = 5 
Small Member States (SMS) = 7 

non
participants 

0 
2 
2 
2 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D- Small and Medium 
Sized Firms in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme Aeronautics", 1990: DIW. 
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Improvements and simplifications in the relation between the System firms and 

enterprises of the Small Member States were seen as the most important duty of the EC. 

The EC should obviously help most especially by the cooperation arrangement. In 

contrast to this, the enterprises had difficulties due to the missing standardizations. This 

area was generally attached high importance by the growing together of the markets and 

was seen as action field of the EC (Table 5.2.1/20). 

Table 5.2.1/20 

Questions to Participants and Non-Participants 
- Number of Answers -

Ger SHS all 
non-

participants 

Question: Are there min tasks for the EC to come to better frame conditions? 

no 0 0 0 0 
standardization 2 1 3 2 
cooperation and simplifying of 
market entry (permission conditions) 5 2 7 3 
relationship between system firms and SMEs 3 5 8 5 
initiating cooperations 3 3 6 3 
others 0 0 0 0 

Question: Do firms not located in a country with an aeronautic systell industry 
have significant business opportunities? 

yes I 1 2 3 I 1 
no 3 1 4 2 

* n • 12 
Germany (Ger) • 5 
Small Member States (SMS) = 7 

Source: Survey "Evaluation of Economic Effects of R&D- Small and Medium Sized Firms 
in the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme Aeronautics", 1990; DIW. 
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On the whole, the results of the written survey could be summarized as follows: The 

surveyed German enterprises were averagely more technology-intensive than the 

enterprises of the Small Member States. They had obviously more leeway for individual 

developments in the cooperations and had also, in higher proportion, individual patents 

at their disposal. 

The market entry was a great problem for all enterprises. Because the enterprises were 

also in greater part engaged in the military area, where, of course, they reckoned with 

declining demand, they must have to deviate forcefully to other fields. The problem of 

armament conversion is a topic which concerns many of the European Aeronautic 

enterprises. In view of the general higher market entry barriers, it is going to be difficult 

to deviate to the civil market. Obviously, the enterprises from countries without individual 

System industry have especially, in this context, a hard time. 

The greatest number of the enterprises welcomed the programme information of the EC 

and the programme maintenance even though, measured on the enterprises' strategy, 

they attached less importance to the promotion programme. However, in the area of 

R&D Strategy and for the development of cooperation relationships, the programme had 

more significance. Here, the statements corresponded to those of the executed analyses 

in the Federal Republic of Germany whereby the small and medium-sized enterprises 

prosecuting R&D sought increasingly contact to research establishments and other 

cooperation partners.1 

Helps were still expected by the enterprises for their problems and, at earliest, from the 

national governments. Support, above all, was expected from the EC for the initiation of 

cooperations. 

In the differentiation of programme participant and non-participant, the written survey 

brought no significant results. The structures of the answers were almost equal in both 

groups. It is due to the small sample. 

1 Study of the R&D Personnel Costs Committee, ZF as reference of Literature. 
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5.2.2 Case Studies 

The case studies were supposed to provide precise information about the problem 

situation of the Equipment industry with respect to its expectations and possibilities to 

cooperate and the effects of the programme. These case studies were carried out in the 

three considered countries. 

By the selection of the enterprises to be surveyed, small number of the total possible 

enterprises attracted negative attention. It was relatively difficult to arrange discussion 

appointments. The attempt to coordinate many appointments in one country failed. 

Despite the small number of case studies, relatively clear results were achieved. This was, 

first of all, to be traced to the willingness of the interlocutor to speak not only about the 

matter of his own enterprise, but about the situation of the national aeronautic industry 

under the special viewpoint of the small and medium-sized enterprises. To the second, 

the information which was received here, was supplemented through discussions with 

experts of the EC as well as from gathered expericences in the scopes of the studies on 

aeronautic industry.2 The portrayal of details as regards location and production 

programme of the surveyed enterprises was abandoned due to reasons of the data 

protection. In view of the little basic totality, the description of these characteristics made 

possible a very quick identification of the surveyed enterprises. 

A very central result of the surveys was that small and medium-sized enterprises were 

hardly in the position to overcome, from their own source, the hurdle of market entry in 

this branch. There existed in the Aviation industry traditional relationships in the 

cooperation. A market newcomer must not only be more favourable in price and/or 

qualitative than the already existing competitor, he must also overcome the existing 

confidence barriers by the demanders. Products of the Aviation industry were subjected 

to a higher security risk so that the enterprises tended to work together possibly with 

partners which had already shown the proof of their performance capability on this field. 

2 See hereto Chapter 6. 
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Furthermore, the principle "buy national" was still valid in higher degree in this industrial 

sector. This had its origin, above all, from the general higher governmental engagement 

in this branch, be it through the military demand or through subsidies in the civil area. 

The commencement of production in the area of aeronautics for small and medium-sized 

enterprises meant, first and foremost, an enormous engagement in Resarch and 

Development and the construction of a corresponding production plants. The period of 

time before the point of "return of investment" is reached, was, in the rule, comparatively 

much longer by small number of items. 

The surveyed enterprises traced their production commencement to governmental 

assistances. Hereby, clear differences manifested themselves in the scope conditions 

between Germany and Denmark on the one side and Ireland on the other side. The 

enterprises of the two first mentioned countries traced their engagement in the Aviation 

production to the national military demand. The enterprises received production tasks 

assigned through the exertion of governmental influence. In Germany, it concerned 

predominantly licence productions, while the engagement in Denmark resulted from off

set businesses. The accumulating development and investment costs by the military 

projects could be settled through the project. 

Also in the civil area, the market entry was mostly achieved through governmentally 

determined quotas in the production allocation in the scopes of the trans-national 

· cooperation plans. The conditions of the Irish enterprises were, in this respect, different 

because this country had no considerable defence budget at its disposal through which 

the national industry could be promoted and was practically not involved on other 

European civil big projects. Thus, the chances of the small and medium-sized enterprises 

of the Irish aeronautic industry resulted predominantly through special functions in the 

area of aircraft maintenance which this country had overtaken in the area of the civil 

large aircraft. The performance spectrum offered by this country existed primarily from 

services. 
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The BRITE/EURAM Programme was, without exception, welcomed by the surveyed 

enterprises. The extent of the promotion stood rather less in the forefront than what the 

cooperation partner would want to admit. Hence, a continuation of the programme was 

welcomed by the enterprises in order to solidify the relationships in the cooperation and, 

in any event, to be able to enter into new relationships in the production. Supports in the 

civil area of the aeronautic industry were thus seen as especially necessary and helpful 

because the present profit yielding military production would strongly loose much 

importance in future. 

Basically, there existed nearly an unsolvable problem for the enterprisees of the 

Equipment indsutry with technically sophisticated productions in relation to the System 

industry. The subcontractors were already forced to relinguish their technical knowledge 

before the materialization of the cooperation and thereby ran the risk of transfering this 

know-how without a corresponding reward. The EC should promote, more extensively 

than it does presently, also projects in which the Equipment industry would take over the 

leading role of the project: this was seen, in this respect, as a duty of the EC. Despite 

numerous applications- so the statement of a surveyed enterprise- there existed only 

one project in which the Equipment enterprises held the "Leading Function". 

According to the statement of the questioned representative of the firms, the programme, 

besides the opening of cooperation possibilities with European System enterprises, had 

a significant function most especially for the smaller countries in the area of technology 

promotion. The smaller the country was, the lower and so firms specific were the national 

technology programme. Here, enterprises with location in smaller countries, compared 

to the German enterprises on account of the varied numerous technologies and 

comprehensive promotion.programme in Germany, were disadvantaged. EC-Programmes, 

such as the BRITEIEURAM, worked as a compensatory source. 

As the written survey had already shown, the promoted enterprises were by far satisfied 

with the preparation and execution of the promotion as well as its organization. A 

possible point of criticism which could not be proved here, was the exertion of influence 

by the System industry on the development of the programme. The preliminary 
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Euromart-Study which was done on the programme by enterprises of the European 

System industry during the approval of the promotion was, in higher degree, used by the 

former co-workers of the System industry. 

On balance, the result of the oral surveys could thus be characterized: The surveyed 

Equipment enterprises had, through the BRITE/EURAM Subprogramme Aeronautics, 

opened for themselves new cooperation possibilities. Thus, support by the initiation of 

cooperation was often more important than the financial assistance. Hence, the support 

of the EC was, above all, of importance because it concerned a branch which, in higher 

degree, was governmentally influenced and cooperations, in the rule, were entered into 

on the basis of traditional business relationships. The continuation of the programme was, 

of course, welcomed because one hopes, on the one side, to be able to gain a stronger 

foothold on the civil area which is increasingly gaining importance. To the other, there 

existed the possibility that development works would be promoted in technologies for 

which there were no national programmes. 

Here, a specific competitive disadvantage which the enterprises of the Small Member 

States had, in contrast to the big industrial countries, would be removed. To what extent 

technologies were also relevant to other areas of the enterprises was not answered 

through the case studies in the scopes of this study. 
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I. General situation of the firm 

1.1 Name: 

1.2 

1.3 

Address: __ _ 

phone: 

fax: 
-----··------·----·---

Interviewee: _________ ----·-- ______ -· -~-·--

Main product lines 
(and their proportion of turnover) 

l. ---~-
2. -----· --- ---------
3. 

Turnover (ECU) total 

aeronautics 

Employees total 

aeronautics 

R&D personnel total 

aeronautics 

R&D expenses 
aeronautics 

1985 

a) When did the firm start production in aeronautics? 

____ year 

120 

percentage of 
turnover 

% 
~---

% ----
% 

~---

1989 
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1.5 Who are the main customers in the field of aeronautics? 

0 airframe industry 
0 us 
0 Europe 

0 engine industry 
0 us 
0 Europe 

0 supply industry 
0 us 
0 Europe 

In which respect is the firm dependent on the customers? 

0 legally 

0 technically 

0 economically 

0 others: ------------~~-

1.6 Where are the aeronautic products used? In the 

0 military sector 

0 civilian sector 

0 both sectors 

0 others 

l7 Does the firm 

0 use patents in the field of aeronautics? 

0 hold patents in the field of aeronautics? 

0 pay royalties for licences? 

0 earn royalties from licences? 

1.8 Does the firm receive R&D funding from 

0 national programmes? 

0 EC programmes? 

Is the funding paid for aeronautic activities? 

Oyes Ono 
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1.9 How important is the national government policy for the firm's aeronautics 
business? 

very important important less important 
- procluctton 
- development 
-research 
- cooperatton 
- others• 

*Please explain the sector:. ___________________ _ 

1.10 Which main problems are facing your firm in the aeronautic business? 
0 limited demand from the public sector 

0 dependence on the demanding firm 

0 the small national market 

0 the small European market 

0 big firms have better R&D- and production conditions 

0 inappropriate frame conditions ( eg. norms/standards) 

0 internal problems (qualified. personnel, financing etc.) 

0 high market entrance barriers 
0 as a result of a "buy national" policy 
0 resulting from difficulties in getting certification 

0 the country has no own aeronautic system industry 

0 others: 

1.11 What are the expectations in market development within the next 15 years? 

The demand is increasing stagnating decreasing 

military market 0 0 0 

civilian market 0 0 0 

European market 0 0 0 

world market 
US market 0 0 0 
other world market 0 0 0 

1.12 The Airbus lndustrie: Does its growth open new perspectives for the firm? 

0 yes, it will have significant positive effects 

0 we expect positive effects, but they are still uncertain 

0 of no relevance for the firm 
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ONLY FOR FIRMS WJHCH DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN THE BRITE/EURAM-SUB

PROGRAMME •AERONAUTICS" 

1.13 Are you familiar with the BRITE/EURAM-Subprogramme "Aeronautics"? 

0 yes 

0 no 

If yes: Reasons for non-participation 

0 no information on the programme 

0 no significant R&D within SME 

0 SME is unsufficiently known as potential partner 

0 deficiencies of application procedure 

0 "wrong" programme topics 

0 cooperation unattractive 

0 othe~=------------------------------------------------

ONLY FOR PARTICIPANTS OF THE BRITE/EURAM PROGRAMME! 

OTHERS PLEASE GO TOW 

II. The project (applied for or promoted) 

11.1 Please explain project's relevance for the firm 
0 more technically 
0 more economically 

Was the project already planned before 

0 fi~t announcement of Community programme 

0 its legal approvement 

0 its call for proposals 
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II.2 How did the firm learn of the existence of the programme and its context? 

0 from other cooperation partners 

0 from the EC 

0 other information:--------------------

What were the main reasons which led it to participate in the programme? 

Was the call for tenders sufficiently explicit with regard to the field of interest? 

0 yes, it was sufficiently 

0 no, it was not sufficiently enough 

0 did the firm become aware of I reply to the call for ....... . 

How did the firm find its cooperation partner? Did the firm choose the research 
partners 

0 from previous cooperation 
0 from following meetings 

0 was the firm asked by another partner to cooperate 

0 the cooperation is a result of a traditional partnership 

0 we followed commission suggestions 

0 through own acqusition 

0 other reasons: ----------------------

11.3 Does the aeronautics project application hold a marginal or a significant place in 
the general (research) strategy of the firm? 

0 general strategy 
0 significant place 
0 marginal place 

0 research strategy 
0 significant place 
0 marginal place 

II.4 What are the implications of the application for your means of research resources 

0 Staff 
0 Does the application stir research interest in existing teams? 
0 Do you have recruited new researchers? 

0 Capital 
0 Did you make specific capital investments to launch research? 
0 Which is the proportion of the aeronautics project to the total R&D 

budget in the aeronautic sector of the firm? 
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11.5 What is the firm's specific role within the cooperation? 

0 producer and/or performer of R&D on the basis of a given specification 
(subcontractor) 

0 complementary partner for special problems 

0 contributor to project design and specification 

0 leading partner, coordinator 

III. Objectives and expected effects 

111.1 What are the main strategic aims due to this project: 

0 filling technology gaps 

0 continuation and/or amplification of business 

0 ensuring competitive advantage 

0 keeping up with the state of the art 

0 othe~=--------------------------------------------------

III.2 What does the firm expect from this project on the operational level: 

0 qualitiy improvements 

0 cost reductions 

0 new applications 

0 better product performance 

0 substitution 

0 spill·over effects to other research activities of the firm 

0 patents, codes ( eg. non patentable software) 

0 othe~=--------------------------------------------------

III.3 Did the firm make a forecast of economic benefits expected from the project? 

0 yes 

0 no 

If yes, due to which paramete~? 
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m.4 Does the firm expect specific benefits from the transnational cooperation 
engendered by the aeronautic project? 

0 no specific benefits 

0 cost reduction 

0 learning effects due to technical knowledge, thinking and planning in 
international dimensions, language etc. 

0 initiation and enforcement of existing relations between the cooperating 
partners, establishment of scientific community and working relations (contacts, 
networks) 

0 the project could only be realized on an EC-Ievel and is initiated mainly by the 
EC-programme 

0 spreading knowledge of the company's capabilities to potential customers in 
other countries 

0 learning of the existence of useful skills I potential partners in other countries 

0 others=--------------------------------------------------

111.5 Further cooperation 

Does the firm continue the cooperation 

0 in this field? 

0 in other fields, which ones: -------------------------

Does the firm use the project 

0 as a way to become a competent partner for international cooperations? 

0 for finding new customers 

Are such customers also in overseas? 

Oyes Ono 
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111.6 How do you assess the existence of the aeronautics programme: 

Are the topics of primary interest in your business field? 

Oyes Ono 

Are there any topics which do not figure in the call for tenders which you would 
have liked to see there? 

Ono 

0 yes, which ones: ---------------------

Is the application delay too long? 

Oyes Ono 

Did you receive any significant contribution from the Commission's staff involved 
in the research programme? 

0 no 

0 yes, which ones: 

0 information 

0 advice 

0 finding cooperation partners 
0 others: __________________________________________ ___ 

III. 7 Should the design or the administration of the EC-aeronautics programme be 
improved due to 

0 topics 

0 information on the programme, call for tenders 

0 administrative procedures 

0 systematic information on the progress of other research projects in the 
framework of other European programmes 

0 information on progress achieved outside the European Community 

0 contribution of the Commission's staff involved in the research programme 
(more help finding cooperation partners) 

0 others: ____________________________________ __ 

0 no 
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IV. Main problems aDd proposals for improvements 

IV.l Did the firm cooperate in R&D mainly with 

0 industrial partners 
0 large firms 
0 small and medium sized firms 

0 universities, research institutes 

0 others=-------------------------------------------------

0 no major R&D cooperations in the past 

If yes, has the firm encountered specific difficulties in dealing with the research 
partners, due to 

0 management 

0 sharing of expertise 

0 language 

0 communication 

0 research programming or coordination 

0 anticipated sharing in results 

0 others=-------------------------------------------------

IV.2 Which general problems are facing the firm perfonning R&D internationally in 
the field of aeronautics, due to specific problems of SMEs? 

external problems yes no 

market entry 0 0 

finding cooperation partners 

norms/standards 

other inappropriate frame conditions: 

internal problems 
qualified personnel 
financing 
others: 
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IT, I 
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l 

IV.3 Which ·main improvements are necessary? 

0 ind~try=------------------------------------------------

0 national bodies:----------------------

0 EC, other international agencies: ----------------

0 none 

V. EC Tasks 

V.l Are there main tasks for the EC to come to better frame conditions? 

0 no 

0 standardization 

0 coordination and simplifying of market entry (permission conditions) 

0 relationship between system firms and SMEs 

0 initiating cooperations 

0 others: 

V.2 Do firms not located in a country with an aeronautic system industry have 
significant business opportunities? 

0 yes 

0 no 
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This study has two main objectives. The first objective is a methodological one, identification 
of appropriate methods evaluating programmes promoting industrial R&D and testing the 
feasibility of one selected methods. The second objective of the study is to draw some 
preliminary lessons on the participation, expected effects and the extent to wich these firms 
take into account the economic effects of A &D. 

The study proposes a methods mix, integrating the control groups method together with case 
studies. The report also states that this will only be effective provided that appropriate work is 
done in advance, particularly an investigation of the commercial environment in which the 
evaluation takes place. 

Analysis of innovation behaviour of SME's shows that in addition to their flexibility they are 
both suppliers of ideas, and play an important role in the diffusion of technologies in relation to 
larger enterprises. Due to their specialization in the division of labour, SME's increase both the 
flexibility and the efficiency of the total econoic system. 

The BRITE/EURAM (sub-programme aeronautics) has been taken as an example of how to 
implement the methodological suggestions of the report. 

In the context of future evaluations, the report recommended giving consideration to the 
following: 

- starting evaluation in the early beginning phase of programmes; 
- intensive development of the theoretical base; 
- careful selection of promoted and non-promoted groups of research teams or R & D 

performing firms; 
- careful interpretation of quantitative effects with special emphasis on qualitative aspects. 
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